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COMMENT
by Lyn de Alwls & Charlas Santlaplllal

The Asian Elephant Specialist Goup held its fourth
meeting at the BIOTROP Institute in Bogor, West Java,
fndonesia on 20-22 May 1992 mainly to fiormulate field
projects that would ensure the long-term suMval of tJfe
elephant throughout its range in Asia. This is easier said
than done. Conservation of elephants in Asia will require
much more than mere formlrlation of projects and a
lavish display of lip service. The causes for the decline
in the species range and number lie in the demography
of the human populations that share the land with it.
While the African elephant is undoubtedty being
threalengd by poaching for its ivory, the Asian elephant
on the other hand, faces a much more serious and
intrrctable threat of habitat.loss than simple poaching.
This is not to imply that poaching is not a serious issue in
Asia. h is indeed a matter of extreme importance and
significance in small, isolated elephant populations
characterised by skewed sex-ratios and inhabiting
patches of forest habitas that are surpunded S human
settlements and or agricuhural landscape. Deipite the
ban on ivory, elophants are still being killed for their tusks
in Africa and Asia.

The Asian elephant is a wide ranging species and as
such it is no respecter of national boundaries. Across the
dotted lines on the map, the elephants may move from
one country to another in search of food and mates and
in the process, come into conflict with man. International
agreement is otten the bEst way to resolve problems
concerning deforestation, conversion of habitat to
agriculture, Establishment and maintenance of trans-
fiontier reserv€s, elephant orridors etc. SomE ol these
issues transcend national borders. Neighbouring
counlries may share part of the seasonal-ranges of
elephants and so without their mutual support, such
ctucial elephant habitats can never be protected. A
classic example is the vast stretch of forest extending
from Bhutan eastwards to Assam in lndia. Protection and
maintenance of such a vast area ol continuous lorest
would ensure the survival of a signilicant proportion of
Ind ia's elephaht population.

However, protection and maintenance of such crucial
elephant habitats will need much more than a prayer and
a proposal. What is'needed is not only the political will
and courage to set aside such areas for elephant
conservation but also the necsssary financial and trained
manpower resources to implement sensible, viable and
long-lasting conservation programmes. Already many
poor oountries are spending substantial sums of money
on nature conseryation in Asia. The proportion ol
government spending and national weallh devoted to
conseryation is indeed surprisingly high in some poorer
countries like Sri Lanka (% of Government spending in
Sri Lanka is 0.03; in Indonesia, 0.04; in Malaysia; 0.05;
compared to USA's 0.16% in 1988; while the
corresponding e/" ol GDF for Sri Lanka is 0.01 ; Indonesia
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0.01; ano Malaysia 0.01; while that in USA amounls to
0.0470).

Asian elephaRl conservation needs money badly.
The species is a global rarity and therefore the
responsibility for its long-term survival rests not only on
the Governments and Conservation Orgenizations in the
rangs states but more impodantly from the wealthy
nations in the west who have the power and the purse to
provide tangible assistance to elephant conservation.
African elephant continues to receive millions of dollars
from the west. During the CITES Meeting held in

February 1992 in Japan, the British Government pledged
a million dollars to deal with ivory poaching More
recently, the Belgian chocolate company, Gote d'Or
whose product fedures an Afiican elephant prcvided
another million US dollars to help proted the species in

Africa. But such generosity has'not reached the Asian
elephant!

h is time therefore that the AESG launches a massive
global campaign to raise not only funds. but more
importantly the awareness of the ordinary man on the
street to the plight of the elephants in Asia. Such a
campaign needs the support of the international media
such as the Press, Radio and W to spread the message
across lhe world. Here both the message and the media
are important. The AESG Newsletter alone canrpt do the
job on a scale that would really make the world take
notice of the serious situation of the Asian elephant. We
need the Advertising Giants and the power ol the press
to highlight the plight of the elephant.

Almost all the elephant populations o@ur in very poor
countries in Asia. lf such poor countries are to act as
custodians of the elephant and thus protect its habitat
and contribute financially to its conservation, then they
have to make some economic aain from elephants. One
way is through eco-tourism and the use of elephants in

forestry operations. These will only bring in very limited
revenues. Against this must be viewed the serious threat
that would come from the human population itself in Asia.-
Asia will witness some ol the fastest growth in human
population in the decades to come. Although such
grorvth will occur mainly in cities and urban areas in Asia,

' they will have an enormous impact on the wilderness
areas through the increasing demand to feed such

burgeoning human populations. The need to grow

enough food to feed the masses will encourage the.
oonversion of more and more forests for agriculture. Here

in lies the danger to the conservation of biodiversity in

general and that of the elephant in pafticular. .-'

lf African elephant is to survive in the future, the 33
countries in Africa need a budget of 480 million US

dollars over the next five years. But in the case of the

(antinuedot Prye4)



RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVING THE MANAGEMENT
OF CAPTIVE ELEPHANTS

IN WAY KAMBAS NATIONAL PARK
LAMPUNG, SUMATRA, INDONESIA

Ih. V. Krlshnamurthy
Pojects offber.

Sallm All Cente lor Omhhology and Natural Hlstory,
lGlampalayam, Coimbatore. 641 01 0 INDIA

ltTRoDucn(ll{:
The Directorate ol Forest Protection and Nature

Gonservation (PHPA) of Indonesia has achieved
onsiderable suocess in their eftons to capture crop.
raUing elephants in varbus parts of Sumatra and train
them.

br this purpose, they have established an 'Elephant
Training Gentre'd the Way Kambas National park (Fig.
1) in Lampung Povince, where with the assistance of the
mahouts from Thailand, a number of young Indonesians
have been trained in the art of domesti:ating and training
d elephants in captivity (Santiapillai, 1990).

Dr. Chades Santiapillai, Senior Scientific officer ol
WWF Asia Programme, at Bogor, Indonesia, suggested
that I shouh visit this Centre and make reoom-

Elephant Training Centre, at Way Kambas Nalional park
'with 

the lollowing objec{ives:

a) To oilically assess the current management of
elephants in captivity and recommend appropdate
impovements;

b) To train PHPA staff in the management ol elephants,
with special emphasis on prcvisbn of a balanced diet
and adequate veterinary care;

(trcm:pqeA)

Asian elephant, the 13 countries concerned do not have
even half a million dollars provided by the West to
implement onservatbn programmes! The WWF
International plans to spend over 4 million US dollars in
Africa this year alone on elephant-related proiects. But
sadly, WWF has not extended its philanthropy to the
Asian elgphant. ll such concerned conservation
organizations as WWF and IUCN are ineffective or
impolent in raising sutlicient funds to conserye the Asian
elephant, rve shudder to think what hope is there for
other less charismatb animals in the wild?

4

Featurc Articles

c) To initiate a programme to breed elephants in
ca$ivity; and

d) To train the PHPA statf to maintain proper records for
each elephant and monitor its performance.

I visited Indonesia and stayed at the Way Kambas
Ndional Patk from 18 September 1991 to 12 October
1991 (25 days) and observed the prevailing manag€m€nt
pradices, heahh of the elephants, the training prc:
qedures and general practices.

ADIIINISTRATN'E SET UP :

The Way Kambas Nalional Park is under the
Directorate of Forest Protec'tion and Nature Conservation
(PHPA) of Indonesia. Pak Kurnia Rauf was ths
Administrative Head of lhe Park, Pak Tonni Ramadhani,
the Oflicer Incharge ol thE ElEphant establishmEnt,and
Dr. (Mrs) Anjar Buddi Susilowati was the Veterinary
Surgeon incharge of velerinary care of the elephanls.
Four mahouts lrom Thailand wor€ engaged for
organising the capture and training of the elephants.
local Indonesians wers employed as mahouts
(Pawang).

Elephant capturing was undertaken from 1986
onwards, concentratlg mainly on pocketed herds of
elephants, which were crcp raiding and causing ssrious
problems. During my visit, fifteen elephanls were
captured in the sugarcane belt of Karang Mulya (a
transmigrant settlement) in the Sungkai Selatan Distdct
of Lampung Ulara, near Kotaboomi in Sumatra.

The elephanls were captured by the drug im-
mobilisation technique (using Xylazine as the drug for
darting) within a pedrd of five days from 27 September to
1 October. I was plesent during the trailsport of these
animals from the site of capture to the Elephant Training
Gentre at Way Kambas National Pail, - a distance of
165 kms.

The elephanls wers transpoiled in two batches, by
trucks. The first batch of 8 elephants were transported on
I October and the remaining 7 elephants wers trans-
ported on 4 Oc*ober. During th€ transportation, involving
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a journey of about five hours' the animals were kept
under sedation with Rompun (Xylazine). Three trained
elephants were used a Kumkies in this operation.

The entire opefalion was carried out efficiently, with
no undue stress to- the animals. The new captures were
kept at the Elephant Trainirg Centre. Training had not
yet commenced, prior to may depailure as animals were
being acclimatised to their new suroundings.

Hence I did not have an opportunity for witnessing
the training methods used. However. from the personal
discussions I had wilh the mahouts Jrom Thailand, the
method appears to be simihrto the one used in Thailand
and some states of noilh-eastem India.

ThEre were 59 elephants at the Elephant Training
Centrs, including the 15 new captures and 7 calves, at
the time of may visit. The details are as follows:

lr'lost ol them are well educded, (up to Junior or
Senior High School bvel). Hence they are intelligent
enough to understand any t€chnhues recommended
for handling or managing the elephants.

3) The controlling of lho elephants was done S liberal
use of the hook. Some of the mahouts indu[e in
indiscriminde use of the hook. tlowever, the various.
methods of restrainl adopted by them, such as the
use of cane fetlerc lor hobbling and skilful use of
rrybn ropes for restraint, are technQues mahouls
from other countries should examine.

4) The elephants which were captured early this year
(Jan.Jul. 1991 ) are yet to be fully trainEd.

5) A daily routine has been prescribed by the officer
in chaqe, is being followed, as detailed below:

a) Gleaning of the elephant standings (i.e. place
where the animals were tethered overn(7ht and
govided with cut fodder) and burning of the dung
and litterwhich had aocumulated.

b) Watering and bathing of the elephants. The
elephants submerge in stagnant water in the river
and the nrahouts wash the animals by merely
pouring water over them by usilB buckets. No
scrubbing or grcomirg is done, with the result, that
most of the elephants have heavy infestdions of
ectoparasites, panicularly lice.

c) Some of the animals are used for €ntertaining the
tourisls, and othe-rs are taken lor a training session
lasting one to two hours.

d) Other animals are let out for grazing along the
river side, till about 1400 to 1500 hours, after
hobblirg and attaching a trailirB chain lo the legs.

e) After this the animals are tethered and cut fodder
in the fom of coonut pdm leaves is provftled to
the animals in their respedive tetherirg places.

6) The cut fodder provided b the animals, is brought in
trud<s, once daily and dlstdbuted. No other form of
fodder or grain rrtions are given to lhe animals.
Cassava (T+roca) luberc and bananas were
provided to those animab being trained.

7) A veterinary surgeon is attached to the Centre and is
in charge of providing veterinary care to the animals.
The Centre also has a poorly equipped field
dispensary.

8) Reord sheets and clinical sheEts ate being
maintained for anery individual elephanl, giving a
brief history ol the animal, diseases for which lhe
animal has been treated etc.

9) There was no flowing water in thE river, in which trc
dams have been construded. The animals are
bathed in the st4nant muddy water. Drinking water
was provided flom two or three wells dqg for the
pu]pose.

1O)During may stay in the park, ltrained the statt to
record the body measulements of the animals such

Trained

Elephants

New

Capture Total

1) Aduh Males

2) Adult Females

3) Sub Aduh Males

4) Sub Adult Females

5) Juvenile Male

6) Juvenile Femde

7) Calvas (Male)

8) Calves (Female)

7

19

7

6

6

6

5

3

In addition, there are more than 70 captivs elephants
in olher parts of Indonesia, in places such as Aceh,
Taman Safari, Bogor, and many other parks and zoos.
ilost of these elephanb were acquired by transfer from
Way Kambas National Park.

My visit b the park coinckled with the driest season
in the park. There was no flowing water in the dver and
natural fodder was sciarqe and onfined to the river
edges only. All around the park extensive areas have
been convened to pfantatiutsd DalbergbSp.

My observatbns are:

1) The trained elephants were mostly used lor
entertaining the visilors to the pad( by pe'rforming
circus feds, and by povklirB iry ddes. The centre
dttacts laqe number of tourists pail'rcularly during
lhe week-ends.

2) The Indonesian mahouts have aoquired considerable
skill in handling their elephants and making them
perform circus feats, and dde lheir elephanls with
dext€rity. They have become etlicient in their woft.

6

7

19

7

3

3

4

5

2

0

6

0

3

3

2

0

1

s9154
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as the he[ht, giilh and length of the body etc.
Measurements wers re@rded'for 35 elephants. The
newly captured elephants and seven calves were not
brought-for recording measurements.

11)The elephants ars not used for haulin! timber and
only a fEw of them were being trained for this
prjspose.

l2)Consldering the number of elephants kept in the
Cgnlre, the number of mahouts available is not
adequate, and some of the mahouts handle more
than one elephant.

13)The four mahouts from Thailand assist in the training
ol the Indonesian mahouts and their el€phants.

14)Many of the aduh elephants, bolh bulls and cow
elephants are being used as Kumkies for escorting
newly captured animals, whbh is a desirable prac-
tice.

15) lmpodantly, dogs and cattle were hot seen within the
park area.

RECOliltENDAnO0,ts

Based on my observations, the following reoom-
mendatbns are made for improving the management of
elephants in the Centre.

I.TRAINING:

I did not actually witness the breaking and training of
newly captured elephants; however, from personql
inquiries, I learnt that it is similar to the method followed
in Thailand, as the mahouts engaged fdr imparting
training are from Thailand.

Thers are about 14 elephants which were captur€d
during early 1990-91 (fromJan.toJuly.). tfound thar
most ol thEm still need more intensive tiaining. Many of
them appear unsettled and neryous. The mahouts resort
to harsh mdhods, while training these animals, which is
not desirable. A nervous oi timid animal is unreliable and
may causb accidents. Froh my experience of training of
new captures in the states of Tamil Nadu and Kerala, in
South India, where the Kraal method of training is
adopted, the animals were trained using much gentler
methods, and they also settle down for training much
faster. Even the largest animal can be made to obey at
least 20 to 25 words of command before they are taken
out of the Kraal, a period of about 2 months. The hook is
never used while training,.and only a stbk is used for
@ntrolling the animal. In this way the mahout stays cbse
tothe animal.

Hence, I recommend some ol the senior mahouts
and the otficers in-charge oJ the Elephant Training
Centre, be sert to a training establishment using the
Kraal method, so that they will be convinced of the
greater efficiency of this gentler method of training. This
shoulci stop ths traumatic experience which the
eleplrants undergo due to the current method of training.
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Even on well trained elephants, hooks are used by
most ol lhe mahouts d the Centre. This is not necessary.
The mahouts should gradually be weaned from the
practice of using hooks and instead learn to control their
wards by using sticks only. I was happy to see some of
them have already replaced the use ol hooks with sticks
while handling their wards

Hence I am confident that the other mahouts can also
be pesuaded to practice using the gentler method of
controlling the elephants and avoid using hooks at least
on already trained elephants and for training the
juveniles.

Efephants whicfi are over 2 metres in height may be
trained.for hauling timber. The usb of elephant power in
forestry ploduc{ion areas will be more economical than
mechanisation and cause little damage to the un-
dergrowth in the forests.

Training of calves:

There are 7 calves, three are without their moth6rs. lt
is easy to train calves wilh'gentler methods. In my
experience, weaning the calves from their mothgrs, at
one ysar of age, and training them is easier than.training
the older calves which tend to be morg aggressive.
Captive born calves havs no fear for man, and unless
they are weaned and trained early, they may become a
problem at a later stage. Early weaning has not been
observed to affect their rate of growth, provided they are
managed properly and given a balanced diet.

II. MANAGEMENT

1) Mahouts:

The number of mahouts employed is far less than the
number of elephants kept in the Centre. As more and
more elephants are captured and brought to the Centre
for training, the problem will beome more acute. In India
and many Asian countries all elephants over 2 metres in

height have two attendants each, i.e. one mahout. and
one assistant, commonly known as the grass cutter. lt is
easy to manage larger animals with two people, as the
assistant shares the work load, such as bathing and
cleaning the stalls. This system enables bEtter ma-
nagement of the animal.

The assistant can be a novice, and by experience,
can learn to handle the elephant and assist the mahoul
in the day to day management of the animal. Selection of
a mahout should be from among the assistants who have
become capable of handling the elephants inde-
pendently.

In a park like Way Kambas, which attracts many
tourists, accidents may happen if an elephant suddenly
goes out of control. In such cases the presence of an
assistant to the mahout will help in controllinq the animal.

2) Bath:

My stay in the park concided with the driest spgll of
the season. There was no flow of waler in the river near



the Elephant Training Gentre. Two dams have been
constructed across the river in which stagnant, muddy
water has collected. These were used for bdhing the
animafs, Drinking waler has provided lrom 2-3 wells dug
for this purpose.

However, the current practice of giving bath to the
animal by merely pouring- water over them, without
scrubbing, is not enough. lt is desirable thd more
attention is paid to this important work. The elephants
must be made to lie down in the water in a lateral
posilion, and scrubbed vigorously to remove dirt from the
folds of the skin. Special attention should be given to
scrubbing around the base of the tusksnushes, behind
the ears, axilla, abdomen, base of tail etc., areas which
are likely to harbour edoparasites and egg packets of
oestrid flies.

. The use of coconut husk lor scrubbing is found
helpful. Every part of the body must be scrubbed and
ryashed, desirable in flowing water. Good scrubtring
improves the health of the skin, by increasing cu-
taneous circulation and keepirg it free of ecloparasite
and fungal infections. At least once a day, 75-90 minutes
needs to be spent on this important pb.

After bathing, fly repellent oil shoub be applied
around the base of tusksAushes and around the nails, to
prevent infestation by oestrid larvae. This practice in
particularly beneficial for those elephants maintained in
foresl areas.

3) Feeding:

Elephants, like any other animal, need a balanced
diet, padicularly wo*ing animals, as they expend a great
deal of energy.

A free ranging 
"f"pn"nr 

spends about 15-18 hourc a
day grazing. Being a bulk feeder, the animal oonsumes
d least 57" of its body weight as green fodder. A wo*ing
elephant has less time for grazing. An animal still
growing needs adequde prolein. In Way Kambas, the
caplive elephants spend only about 6-7 hours grazing
during the day, and are retricled to the river banks only.
Later in the eveniqg, they are tethered and given cut
foddet in the form of coconut palm, forthe night.

Apad from the .monotony of eating monoculture
fodder like cooonut palm, the elephants do not g€t any
grain rations, so their nutrition is inadequate. lt is essen-
tialto indude grain ratforns in theirfood. These should be
given in cooked form as it improros d[estbn and
palatability. Cereals lke dce, wheat, finger milld, maize
or any other millet, will help meet the el€pharfs energy
needs as they are rbh in carbohydrates. To meet the
protein needs and to give a balanced diet, protein rich
legumes suc*r as greengram (Kaang hipu), horcegram
or alry othervadety of kacang can be ircluded in the diet.

On a dry matter basis. the grain ralbn requirement is
about 0.5% of the body weight. Thus the daily re'
quirements of elephants of various age groups are as
follows:

AnimalHebht
(cm.)

Grain ration Sah Mineral
quantity (kg.) (gm.) mixture (9m.)

250

210-250

180-210

150-180

120-150

150

150

100

7s

50

100

100

75

60

50

Two-thirds of the grain ration should consist of cereal
grains and one-third in the form of kacang. Addition3 of
salt and mineral mixture with the diet will be beneficial.

The animals musl bo trained to acc€pt food placed
direc{ly in their mouth, and the mahouls instrucied to glve
it this way. This will gredly increase the contad between
elephant and mahout. h also lacilitates easy admi-
nistration of oral medication such as de-working powder
or antibbtics as they can be combined with the cooked
bod.

It will be advantageous to allow lhe elephants to
gtaze al night, with adequate precautions. This will
improve the contact beture€n the animals and thereby
the inclease the pmspects of repoduction.

lf practialdlfliculties prev€nt albwirg the elephanls
to graze at night, ra'sing lodder crops srch as Napier
grass, Guinea grass, hybdd vadeties of grasses, and
legumes as Alla alfa etc., will b€ helpful in meeting the
needs of the elephants. A mixed diet of fodder is
prefened to a monoculture diet.

4) Woil:
AFrt from entedaining visiiors to the Gentre, the

captive elephants do not perlorm any other wofi. In
several parts of Indonesia large quanlities of timber are
being extrac'ted from fo,estry production areas. Areas are
allotted to private logging companies who use me-
chanical contraptbns for hauling timber.

As more and more elephants are caplured every
yeat, a substantial amount of elephant power will be
available which should be gainfulf employed for timber
hauling work. Othemis, il will beoome uneconomical to
maintain elephants wilh insuflicient vvoft. Wilh the global
oil cdsb, and hQh co6t of mechanisalion, the use of
readily available elephant power will prove much more
eoonomir:al than mecfianisation. In addilion, lhe eb-
phants involved in timber hauling do not damage or
churn up the forest. Hen€, il is necessaty to train the
adult and, subadult captiw elephants for dragging
timb€r.

A well managed ebphant can be used lor timb€r
hauling for a period of 30 to 40 years, according lo the
experience of countdes such as India. Myanmar, and
several other South East Asian countries, where more

15

12

I
6

4
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than
work.

10,000 elephants are used tor timber extraction

Additional use of the elephants could be made by
offering a much wider range of nature oriented tours of
the park which have proven to be very popular in other
countries.

5) Camp site :

The present Elephant Training Centre at Way Kam-
bas may not be able to suppon a hrge number of captive
elephants, throughout th€ year, as the fodder available
around the site is confined to the river side and some lall
grass areas around the plantations.

Continuous use by captive elephants may deplete the
fodder resources, and also become a reseryoir for many
gastro-intestinal and ectoparasites. I

. Hence to facilitate regeneration of lodder around the
Gentre and also to prevent recycling of parasites, it is
necessary to shift the elephants to an alternat6 site at
least for three months of every year, particularly during
the drier seasons'. The selected site should have running
watsr as well as adequate'lodder facilities. This will
enable long term use of the Centre at Way Kambas.

6) Joy Ride Facilities:

Visiting tourists are taken to elephant back rides
around the Park. This is very popular. No riding kits are
used and instead, the tourists are allowed to ride bare
back, which is not only uncomfortable but also unsale.
Marry types of elephant ridirig kits arE in use in other
countries. The designs of such kits can be obtained, and
produced locally from available material. Provision of
such kits will ensure comfoil and safety to the people
using them.

7) Disposalof LittEr and Dung :

The accumulated dung and litter around the tethering
area, are heaped in the same place and burnt. This is a
wasteful method. Instead, this material should be carted
away to a suitable place for composting. Such decayed
material can be profitably used as a farm yard manure,
either in raising plantation crops, or for agriculture.
Prcvisbn of a tractor with a trailer will be helpful for this
purpose. This tractor can be made use of Jor other
purposes such as transporting fodder, calves, etc.

8) Veterinary care :

The vetErinary .dispensary nEeds to be suitably
equipped with adequate medicines and surgical stores.
The veterinary surgeon is responsible for the health of
the elephants and should also be involved in their mana-
g€ment, since proper management will also help in
keeping the elephants' heahhy and prevent the oc-
currence of many diseases. Hence specific duties must
be assigned to the veterinary surgeon such as :

1. Treatment ol sick elePhants,

2. Detec'tion of outbreaks of communicable diseasEs

and uss of preventive vaccinations,

3. Maintenance of camP hYgiene,
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4. Prescription of diet for the elephants,

5. Fixing of work loads,

6. Recording of Biometrical Data,

7; Post-mortem examination of dead captive or wild
elephants and otherforms of wildlife.

Considering the occurrence of various types of
gastro-intestinal parasites, a de-worming schedule must
be planned for the elephants. Similarly, preventive
vaccinations against serious diseases like Anthra,r and
Pasturellosis must be undertaken at regular intervals.

The veterinary surgeon sheUld be sent for training
periodically to improve her knowledge in the latest tech-
niques adopted in other countries. Inilially the veteri-
narian should visit various elephant establishments in
lndia, and other countries, where el6phants are well
managed, so as to gain first hand knowledge about
goper elephant management. :

BREEDING

Breeding of the elephants in the Park is not difficult.
The Park has seven bulls and 19 cow elephants - an
ideal sEx ratio for captive breeding. Two cow elephants;
"Umrih" dan "Karsih" are pregnant-sired by "Tong Byi" - a
makhna acquired from Thailand. One of the newly
captured cow elephants was observed to have mated
with "Sengtong" - a young tusker on 7 October 1991.

The elephants in the camp are maintained as a group
in their natural environment and let out for grazing. The
mature bulls have a@ess to the female elephants in the
group, and matings have been observed to take placs.

lf the animals are let out for grazing during nights
also, the cow elephants stand a better chance of mating
wilh the wild elephants which are frequently.observed
nearthe Centre at night.

A stud book should be maintained and details of
matings, the identity of the sire, the gestation period, the
sex and name of the calf etc. should be recorded. An
experienced mahout will be able to detect whether
mating has occurred.

Care of pregnant elephants will help ensure a heahhy
calf. Once the signs of pregnancy are noticed, the
pregnant elephant should not work and should be given

complete rest. She must never be used as a Kumki or for
riding. Transportation in a truck should be avoided. A
supplementary diet containing coconuts, minerals and
vitamins will help in the development of a healthy calf, as
well as the provision of an adequate milk supply for the
new born calf.

Calf moilalitiy can be avoided with adequate care of
both mother elephant and the calf. The calf should have
sutficient mother's milk for its normal growth. Over
working of the mother will atfect the growth of thE calf, as
il is dependent on its mothers's milk for lhe first six
months, even though it is capable of browsing by the
third rnonth. The calf's'growth'rate should be al least 2
cms per month. Once the calf reaches the age of six
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months, it can be given suitable con@ntrate rations and

de-wormed at regular intervals. ll the calf has shown a

normal rate of growth, it can be weaned from its mother

when twelve months old. Timely weaning will reduce the
strain on the mother and make her fit for work again. The
weaned calf is capable of leading an independent life
and it will continue to be among its own elan.

MAINTENANCE OF RECORDS

I. SERVICE REGISTER :

A service register lor each elephant may be opened
from the day of its aiquisition, either by capture, birth or
transfer, and should be posted wlth-all relevant details.
The Register can be kept in a well bound pocketbook (20

cm x 10 cm), having a minimum of 200 pages so that it
can be used for over a period of nearly 30-40 years.

The details to be noted are as follows:

1. lndex

- 1 page

2. Origin:

a) How acquired - capture/birth/purchase

b) Date of capture or biilh

c) Place of capture or bidh

d) Age at the time of capture

e) Height at the time of capture

f) Indentification particulars - sex, number of nails,
conformation of ears, tail, colour ol eyes, scars or
blemishes, and shape of the back etc.

-2 pages

3. Training particulars:

a) Date ol commencement ol training

b) Date of completion ol training

c) Particulars of training given

- 2-3 Pages

4. Mahout and Attendants

a) Name

b) Pay particulars

5'TemDeramentoftheAnimal:'5pages
(Recording of observation aboul temperament should

be done only after the animal has been welltrained)

Dispositbn ol the animal - calm/predictable/aggres-
sive/ unreliable, obedient to mahout, and other details

- 5-10 Pages

6. Age, Heigttt and Girth particulars:

To be recorded at least onc€ a year for adult ele-
phants. For calves, measulements at frequent intervals
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(monthly/quarterly) will be of immense help in opserving
the growth rate. This should be outlined as follows:

Oato of Ago H€ight
Recod

Girh Ckomference Weight
offtont foot

Signaure of
the person
recording

- 10 pages

7. Cohdition and Health:

This should be periodically recorded by a competent
authority, such as the veterinarian or officer in charge of
administrdbn, to cedify as to the general condhion of the
animal.

- 10 pages

8. Prophylactics & Nature of Vaccinations:

The date and de-worming schedule should .be
recorded by the veterinarian as and when done. (the
drug used may be recorded).

9. Diseases: (particularly sickness) - outlined under the
following collumns

a. Dde noticed

b. Diagnosis

c. Date of recovery

- 20-25 pages

10. Diet:

a Quantity of fodder prescribed

b. Quantity of grain rations, with details

c. Name of the authority prescribing the diet

- 15-20 pages

11.Wofting Capacity:

Nature of work prescribed, and il used of timber
hauling - the quantity, (m"), or load prescribed per trip,
hours of work stc.

10 pages

12. Woft performed:

This should be recorded quarterly. lf timber is hauled
- the quantity of timber dragged, no. of days worked, no.
of days rest, and other details recorded.

- 20-25 pages

13. Cost of Maintenance:

This should be recorded at lEast quarterly and includE
cost of feed, pay of mahout, and other expenses incurred
for the animal.

-'15-20 pages

1 4. Breeding paniculars:

A) lf the animal is a bull, the following details should be
'' recorded
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- Name and age of the elephant mated

- Dates of mating (dates on which mating took
place)

- Whether he was in illusth or normal

- Result of the mating - details of the calf born

- Date of subsequent matings, if any

B) lf the animal is a cow, ihe lollowing delails should be
recorded

Name of the bull (if wild, indicate whether it was
wild elephant)

Dates of mating (if observed)

Details of mating behaviour, frequency/etc.

Date ol calving

Sex and bidh, weight and height of the calf

Gestation period

Calving interval (No. of days between two suc-
cessive calving)

- 10-15 pages

15. Musth particulars:

To be recorded for the Bulls

1) Date of onset of Musth

2) Duration of Musth (days)

3) Date ol waning of the Mugth

4) Age at the time of Musth

5) General disposition durirtg Musth

.16. Transfers:

- 1 0 pages

lf the animal is temporarily transfened, the details
may be noted. lf permanently transferred, the service
register should also be transferred to the new station for
continqing recordings.

1 0 pages

17. Inspeclion Remarks: by PHPAofficials;

1 0 pages

18. Inspection Remarks : by Veterinarian'

- 10 pages

19. AnnualValuation:

The value of the animal may be revised annually by a
ompetsnt authotity.

- 10 Pages

20. lf the animal dies, the cause of death, post-mortem
findings, method of disposal of carcass, tusk

' measurements and weight should be recorded. lf
disposed of .by sale, the gice obtrained may be

reoorded, the Register closed and kept as a per-

manent record for safe keePing.
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The detaib in the servioe register are valuable data
regarding the animal and will help researchers and
others determine the performance ol the animal.

II. UVE STOCK REGISTER :

This would be a ussful additbn for the Centre, and
the following facts can be recorded annually in the
Register:

1) Sl. No.

2) Date of Acquisition

3) How aoquired (Capturo/birth)

4) Name of the animal and sex

5) Annualvaluation

6) Annualage, we[ht, girth particulars

7) Diet prescribed

8) Work load

9) Cost of maintenance

10) Remarks (if disposed - nalur€ of disposal)

The register may by posted and revised annually.

III. CLINICALSHEETS;

Clinical sheets for each animal should be maintained

$ a veterinarian incharge and liled in separate files,
one for each animal. The following facts should be kept:

Name of animal
Sex
Age
Date of acquisition
Mahout

DatE ot

Admission

Anamnesis Symptoms Diagnosis

(Clinical

Sympbms)

Treatmsnt Result R+

Given marks

GENERAL

A) The Asian. elephant is considered an endangered
species mainly because of the threat to its habitat. This is
true in Indonesia where the elephants are found mainly
in Sumatra and Kalimantan.

Due to the settling of a large population of trans-
migrants from Java and other islands amidst the
elephant habitats in South Sumatra, particularly in.the
Lampung province, the elephant habitat has become
fragmented. Crop raiding by elephants has become a
@mmon feature. Due to this isolated existence, these
herds of elephants will die out. Henc'e the PHPA
authorities have undeftaken the commend,able lob of
capiixing such herds and maintaining them in captivity.
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But this cannot be a permancnt solution. Allernate
methods of saving these doomed herds should be ex-
plored, such as:

a) Maintaining the quality of the habitat and creating
viable corridors between the pockets.

b) lsolated populations which have no future, should
be translocated to suithble areas.

c) Protection of crops from marauding elephants,
using eftective elephant proof barriers, such as
electric fencing, and provision of proper main-
tenance for lhe barriers.

d) Educating the people around the belt areas to
raise crops such as sunflower, peanuts, sesame
seeds which will not attractelephants.

e) lntroduction of a crop insurance scheme, as well
as provision for payment of compensation for loss
of life. This will pave the way for bullding up the
conlidence of the people living around elephant
areas, and there;by preventing them from
resorting to gxtreme measures.

B) Fire Protection: During my visit, the forests around
Way Kambas were subjected ,to severe fires.' Large
patches of grasslandsi were burnt. Reports from other
areas in the coiJntry revealed the occurrence of forest
fires on large scale.

Effective fire protec{ion methods such as maintaining
fire lines in and around the forests, and fire tracing these
lines as needed together with other similar mea-
sures are necessary to save the valuable forests.

Training of the torsst staff in the latest techniques of
fire control and fire management is an immediate
necessity. Provision of adequate funds for fire proteclion
work should be given priority.

C) Training of Elephant Managers: My presence in
Way Kambas for a period of 25 days could have in a
limited way helped in improving some of the mana-
gement practices. As a follow up action, the person
involved in the management of elephants, the decision
makers and some of the mahouts should be sent to
various elephant camps in other countries such as lndia
for a lew days at a time to help thEm become'familiar
urith sound managernent practices which can be adopted
easily here. The Mudumalai Wildlife Sancluary in
Tarnilnadir and other areas in the neighboring states of
Kerala and Karnataka have a reputation for maintaining
elephants using particularly sound management
practices. A visit to these areas, will convince thess
people of the efficiency of such methods. This is
particularly essential since the art ol elephant mana-
gement in Indonesia is ol recent or[in and needs to bE
improved.

D) Use of Elephant Power: The PHPA has built up a
seizable popttldion of trained elephants. Their number is

bound to increase if the prsssnt policy of capturing
poc{<eted hErds of elephants and training them con-
tinuEs. Unless these elephants are put to proper use, it
will prove to be uneconomical to maintain such as large
number of elephants in captivity. These animals must be
trained for hauling timber, and utilised in the production
forestry areas. Etfeclivs use of elephant power in such
operdions will pove to be more economical than
mechanisation.

The AESG and the Government of India are keen to
enforce the condition that wherever captive elephants
are available, mechanisation should be avoided in timber
operdions and elephants rnilised for the purpose of
timber hauling. A similar policy decision on the part of the
Indonesian Government will go a long way in conserving
this noble animal.
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TRADE lN ELEPHANT AND IVORY : SONEPUR (lNDlA), 1991
by

D.K. Lahirl- Choudhury
Calcutla,India

Sonepur in Nodh Bihar, India, aiross the river Ganga
from Patna, the capital of the state, holds an annual
animal fair in October/November (the date is fixed
according to the lunar month and falls on the full moon
day in the Indian month of Kartick). This year the
fifteenday fair was officially inaugurated on the 21st of
November with a cereinonial worship in the local temple,
erecled to mark the mythological light between an
elephant and a crocodile which was supposed to have
lasted for a millennium. The history of ihe mela or fair
goes back a very long time - nobody knows exactly when
it began except that it is very, very old. This writer even
in 1976 saw more than 600 elirphants being paraded for
sale there. Complete stoppage of capture of elephants in
lndia since 1982 has had a drastic etfect on the number
of elephants in this mela, and this trade is likely to die out
in course of time if the present drift continues, and with it
will die more than a millenniumold tradition. There were
c.380 animals up for sale in 1983; 350 in 1984; 225 in
1 985; 21 5+ in 1986; and c.225 in 1 987. This year only 90
elephants had been put up for sale. The break up is as
follows:

The talf est elephant in lhe mela, a tusker, was about
9'9" (298 cm.) higrh, aaording to otficial estimate, and
the smallest was 6'2" (188 cm.). h is to be noted that
there were no calves at Sonepur and only one sub-aduh
animal [below 7' (213 cm.) in height]. More than 50 per
cent of the animals were decrepit creatures with some
physical defect or the other. such as a chronic sore bac*,
cracked sole, or corneal opacity; and, therefore, with lew
or no takers. As is evident from the height classification,
no lresh elephants are.coming to'the ,rela - the source
has dried up and the pool is shrinking every year.

Apart from elephant, the fair this year had horses
and ponies 2384, camels 4, pedigree cows 4359, coun-
try- bred cows 672, and bullocks 42,005.

fn the course ol lhe mela some dealers picked up
quite a lEw tuskers and female elephants, but there was
no inslilutional buying, i.e. no government agency other
than the West Bengal state Forest Department was in
the market for purchase. West Bengal Forest De-
partment paid around Rs.1,00,000 for each of the three
prime fbmale elephants they purchased, aged about 15
years each. Strangely, inflation does not s€em to have
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Male Female Total

Makna Tusker

6 48 36 90

etfected the price of elephants; for even in 1987 West
Bengal State Forest Department .paid between
Rs.90,O00 and Rs.1,00,000 for each of the three
elephant they had purchased. The asking price for the
finest tusker in the mela was Rs.1,70,000, and the
second best one with magnificent tusk was sold lor
Rs.1,40,000.

The Forest Department of Bihar has been running a
camp otf ice on the mela ground for the last 10 years - the
first such otfice was set up in 1982. The attempt is to
regularise.the ownership and trade in elephant by an
insistence that the private owners of elephanls obtain
legal procurement certilicates (LPC) from the Forest
Department before completing the sale or transfer. But a
tradilion of private ownership of elephants going back
thousands ol years, cannot be changed overnight, and
even now the majority of the ownefs did not have LPCs.
On November 1, 1991 the amended Wildlife (Protection)
Ad. 1972 of India came into force which removed an
anomaly from the original Act as amended in 1977. In the
first version of the Act elephant had been put in Schedule
ll, Part I and in the 'definition' (Chapter l, Selection 2)
domesticated elephants wers put in the category of
'cattle'. While in 1977 the elephant was upgraded to
Schedule lto lall in line with Appendix lof CITES where
the Asian elephants had been recently put, the'definition'
part was left unchanged. Thus, though the elephants
were taken from the wild and domesticated, it could be
claimed that once domesticated they did not come within
the purview of the Act because they were cattle. A recent
court judgement in Bihar had upheld this contention.
However, the 1991 amendment has removed the
anomaly and the whole category of cattle has been
removed from the 'definition' part and replaced by
'livestock' where the mention of the elephant has been

omitted. Thus, elephanl now in law, whether wild or
domesticated, will come unambiguously within the
purview of Wildlife (Protection) Act. Hence, the LPCs for
owners are now legally obligatory.

It was whispered in the rnela ground that one
mischievous buyer lrom outside the state, from western
Uttar Pradesh in fact, was picking up old and big tuskers
solely for the purpose of ivory, i.e. he would remove lhe
elephants and then destroy them and obtain the ivory to
sell it illicitly. The fellow was spurned by most traders in
lhe mela and was called the butcher' in private. This is a
police matter and the authorities are likely to take up the
issue in due course when their attention is drawn to this
heinous practice which has escaped notice so far as the
incidents take place in private grounds outside lhe mela
and in areas beyond the control of the Forest Depart-
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ment. In fact, the international border wilh Neoal is not
very far from where lhe mela is held, and'it is more or
less an open border. lt seems possible that this ivory is
smuggled out of the country along th(s route and
eventually finds its Way to the international rnarket,
particularly in south-east Asia and beyond. Sawn ivory
has always been sold at Sonepur. Owners of tuskers
recover some of their cgst ry selling'off the sawn tips of
the tusks of tleir animals when the 'show' is no longer
necsssary to enhance the price of the animal. One ivory
dealer with an advErtisEd presence was selling ivory and
it was reported that the asking price was between Indian
rupees 3,500 and 5,000 per kilogram. Another party
informed one of us when approached incognito that he
had a stock of 80 kilograms of ivory to offer to a likely
buyer.

fs Sonepur mela an anachronism which has to wither
away? This writer feels that the traders at Sonepur - most
of thEm local small landowners keeping an elephant or
two as symbol of social status during the year and
making some profit in the following mela, if possible and

buying a new one wilh the proceeds have a posrtive rcle
to play. They take in small animals and bring them back
as grcwn ups. The cost of maintaining young elephants
in government stables is high - around Rs.1,500/- per
month, whereas these people can do it praabally free,
feeding the animals with their tarm produce and taking a
personal care of the animals which is so sadly lacking in
most (but not all) government estaUishments. This
positive side of the much maligned traders at Sonepur
n'eeds to be clearly stated.

So much for elephant and ivory trade in Sonepur,
1991.

(For Sonepur mela, see D.K. Lahiri-Choudhury, 'The
Indian Elephant in a Changing WorH', in hn-
temprary lndian Tradition, ed. Carla M. Borden,
Washington and London: Smithsonian Institution
Press,1989).

(Note: 1 US$ = c.25 lndian rupses in November,
1991).

IS TRANSLOCATION A MANAGEMENT TOOL?

by : llohd. Khan bln llomln Khan, Taludln Abdullah
llustafa Abdul Rahman and B. Mohd. Nor.

PHILOSOPHY, PRINCIPLES AND CONCEPT OF
IIANAGEIIENT

Man-nature interactions startsd when our food-
gathsring ancestors (Homo erectus) learned to hunt first
by using their bare hands to improvise lethal and efficient
we.apons-.Man also observed wildlile to acquire special
skills and knowlegde to become a mor€ etfective hunter.
At the same time our anc€stors inventEd axe and saw lo
cut the pine and oak forest and make room for their
settlements. The foodgathering society subsequently
turned into prime consumers and commersialisation took
place to suppod the human populations who were
involved in other arocations.

As the Homo sapiens population experienced rapid
growth and dispersed widely throughout the hemisphere,
more resources wsre utilizEd by man and wiblile
populations were gradually displaced from their natural
habitats. Later man became highly mechanised; chain
saws to cut the forest, tractors to till the farm and guns to
kill the wildlife. Gonsequently, resources became scarce
and wildlife species experienced mdssive extinction or
rendered threatened or endangered.

Since 1600, a total of 194 speciis of mammals, birds,
reptiles and amphibians were extinct and 617 more
species ars threatsnsd with extinction (Nilson 198S). In
such a situation, the purist might take a laisse-faire
attitude - if the resource is available and the species is
destined to be extinct then l€t naturs takes il's course. A
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strict naturalist, conservalbn ist or environ mentalist might
take a near-religious approach - il it is good for the
wildlife then the whole resources become untouchable.
The sport hunter argues that the wiblife must be able to

market economy to the maximum level without any
regard to its future implications. Conversely, a utilitarian
might look into the non-consumptive uie of wildlife
resources such as wildlife use in the tourism industry.
Political leadsrs would exploit natural resources for sell
benefit or for higher constituents. However, to a scientist

put into
avoided

skill and

WhEther we should interfere or not with the natural or'
unnatural ecological p on ol
morality and ethics. lt litical,
emotional ot Hadknl As a

cull and eat wildlifg than to kill and eat domestic animals?
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ll the animals have ancestral rights then why dont the
human population be relocated to ac@mmodate the
wildlife population utilise the resouroes.

However, neither the resources nor lhe wildlife could
decide what is good or bad for thEm. And can the 5
billion human population reach a singular solution on
what is good for the resources and the wiblife? Mosl of
the time we find that the decisions made by
environmentalists and stric{ naturalists tend to be out of
touch with reality, politics or incompatible with the
sovereign rights of a nation and its local culture. Since
we live in the real world, we must be pragmatic;
sustainable resouroes development and wildlife
existence are both needed by man. According to the
lounder of modern wildlile management, Aldo Leopold,
'There are some who can live without wild things and
some who cannot". Therefore, w€ must compromise on a
practical solution to benefit everyone.

From the time the Mongol ruler of Kublai Khan
(1216-1294) who was the first known "conservationist'to
provide food for migratory birds, men have developed
and refined the knowledge and techniques as
management tools to enable us to interlere in the
processes of the natural communities. Wiblife mana-
gement involved the science and art, aimed at achieving
sound human goals for wiblife resources by working with
wildlife populations, habilats and people (Leopold 1933,
Giles 1969, Teague and Decker 1979).

The management effofis usually aim at increasing,
stabilizing or decreasing of the wildlife populations. h is
also generally known that any viable population is a
result of adequate quantity and quality of food, cover,
water and special requirements of the species. These
principles and concepts of wildlife management are vital
fhctors in determining our decisions to implement certain
tools to optimise the resource utilization for the benefit of
the mankind and animal species.

WHATIS TRANSLOCANON?

According to IUCN (1987), translocation is the
reintroduction, restocking and the introduciion of the
non-native species. Reintroduction is the intentional
movement of an organism into a Part of its native range
from which it has disappeared or extirpated in historic
times as a result of human activities. Restocking is the
practice of releasing an organism into a part of its historic
range where small numbers of the same species still
exist.

Thus tranclocation can occur between wild- to-wild
and captivity to wild. Wild animals held captive in the
zoos or farm can be a half-way-house for any
reintroduction or restocking Ploglammes.

WHYTRANSLOCATE?

Animals are translocated from one alsa to another for
the purpose of saving the population frgm habitat

dest;udion or ils percecution to the brink of extinction,

captive prop4ation, reestablish extipated populations,
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augment existing populations, reestablish new
population, domestication, economics, as biological
oontrolor accidental in nature.

Translocation can contribute to the preservation of
the wildlife. Some large mammals have been
translocated fiom the native land and raised in foreign
habitats. Pere David's dser, PaEwalski's horse and
Arabian oryx are classknl examples where thE wild
animals are almost certain to become extinct in their
natural ranges. The Arabian oryx raised in Phoenix Zoo
and San Diego Zcn were reintroduced into its former
range in Oman, Jordan and the rest of Middle East.

The Timor, deer (Ceruustimorensis) that was trans-
located to and domesticated in Mauritius has become an
impoilant economic rssource for the country. The
farm-raised Timor dEEr has been reexported to other
counlries including Malaysia.

The elephants in Malaysia which were driven from
their natural ranges had caused over M$300 million on
crop damages since 1969. Before the solution could be
remedied, culling seerned the best alternative for
short-term management. Soon after translocation
techniques were developed which ars unique to
Malaysia. The translocation of these wib elephants to
other habitats helped to solve thsir depredations on
agricuhural crops.

TRANSLOCANON AS A TIANAGEIIENT TOOL
There are more lhan 416 attempted translocation

programmss involving a wide variety of mammals, birds,
reptiles and amphibia (Foster-Turley 1990). lt is therelorE
a tool in the wildlile managem€nt used widely throughout
the rcrld. The sucoEss of thE populations after
translocation is not immediately known. However,
according to Tudge (1992) success is rather erratic, with
a msre 15 percent in the United States for the birds. The
laqer mammals can expect a higher degree of
suocessful translocation.

pecies has become a major
native species. Nile perch has
n Lake Victoria in Africa and

rainbow trout is wiping out native brown trout in British
dvers. Rabbits that were introduced into Australia have
caused sever€ damage and are competing with the other
wild and domestic animals. The American red-eared
slkjEr has invaded the Malaysian rivErs and is competing
with the local turtle species. The translocation of such
species is. not desirable at all and it has an economic
disadvantage to the receiving countries.

In general, there are five major considerations before
embarking on a succ€ssful translocation programme
(Foster-Turley et at 1 990, Griff ith at a/ 1 990);

i. suitable habitat of the release silE

ii. releass of large number of animals

iii. use of wildcaught ratherthan captive individuals
- iv. adequate and available resources (funding,

manpower, technology and time)
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v. status of the animal (endangered, threatened and
vulnerable)

THE ITIALAYS|AN EXPERIENCE

f. Efephant (Elephas matcimus):

In the face of rapid tural development, wiblife lost a
lot of the prime habitats to agricultural plantation. Initially,
wild elephants that straysd into ths agricultural plantation
were driven back into the forsst by frightening them using
flares and gun shots. After a while these animals got
used to the sound and flares and elephant drive was
rendered ineffeclive (Monroe and England 1978). Finally,
hundreds of those wild elephants had to be culled and
their population were reduced to about 500 individuals. In
the mean time, other techniques were developed by
DWNP including chemical repellants, trenches, barriers
and electric fencing. Electric fencing is found to be
effective to control elephants from raiding agricultural
crops. However, since the estimated cost is M$1,31 1 per
kilometer (Monroe and England 1978), it may not be
economical in areas bordering large tracts of elephant
habitats or where the agricuhural areas involved belong
to smallholders who have limited source of funding.

At the same time, in early 1970s, the DWNP was able
to combine the Assamese method of elephant handling
and chemical immobilisation to rEstrain and relocate wild
elephants. The new technique was su@essful in solving
the elep.hant problem in the Jengka FELDA area in the
state of Pahang.

fn March 1984, a herd of 9 elephants was trapped on
an island at Kenyir Dam. The herd which comprised
subadult and adult elephants; was translocated to Sungai
Buai. Between 1989 and 1991, 38 wiE elephants were
translocated to Sungai Chenana, which is located about
6 km from the first release site (Hassan Kassim 1992).
From the subsequent monitoring work about 75/" ol lhe
total released elephants urere detected and the
remaining might have migrated elsewhere (Hassan
Kassim 1992).

Between 1990 and 1991, a total of four adult male
wild elephants went across a narrcw strait from southern
part of Johore and landed on Pulau Tekong and Pulau
Ubin is Singapore (Abdul Samad 1990, Mohd-Tajuddin ef
al 1992). The animals were captured and translocated to
Endau-Rompin State Park in Johore, Ulalaysia.

Since then about 260 elephants Were translocated to
Endau-Rompin, Temenggor Dam, Kenyir Dam and
Taman Negara. At an estimated average translocation
cost of M$15,000 per head, the DWNP had spent almosl
M$4 million. The costs are partly absorbed by the
Federal Government and the plantations where the
elephants are causing a lot of problems.

The fact that there is not a report of any carcass
found in the release sites is an indication that the
translocated animals have survived. Operational
monalities prior to translocation are mainly due to poor
body conditions and accidents (eg. animals fell on their
trunks).
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As a result of protec{ion and translocation of the wild
elephant its populalion now has increased and is
estimate'd to be about 1200 individuals.

ll. Sambar deer

In Sungkai Deer Farm a herd of 10 animals escaped
in 1986. Due to this accidental release, the deer
population had increased and is now causing damage to
the young rubber saplings in the nearby plantation.

In Taman Negara, a few pairs of deer were released
at Kuala Tahan. Today the sambar deer population
around Kuala Tahan is estimated to be about 14
individuals.

TIANAGEM ENT CONSI DERATIONS

The effec{iveness of the translocation as a ma-
nagemsnt tool is based entirely on the continued survival
of the populations in the new habitats. Whether
translocation is a viable solution or not to wildlife
problems depends on the wildland protection. In some
cases, translocation programme is thwarted by on-going
habitat destruction and maladaptation of the species to
the new environment. In certain instance, the cost of the
whole exercise of tranclocation might be prohibitive for a
poor country and financial help is often sought from a
third party interested in nature conservalion.

In the long-term, a holistic approach must be taken to
ensure that the management decision is viable -
translocation should be complemented by habitat
preservation/conservalion and long-term moniloring to
determine the survivability of the population.
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ASIAN ELEPHANT:
NATURE'S FOUR. WHEEL DRIVE VEHICLE

Charbs Santhplllal
Executive Secretary, AESG

110 Wattarantenne Road, Kandy, Sd Lanka

and

Wldodo Sukohadl Ramono
Chief: Species Conseruation

Diretorate of Forest Protection and Nature Gonservation (PHPA)
Bogor, Indonesia

The elephant is the largest terrestrial mam-

mal in Asia. Prior to the large scale modification
of its habitat by man, the range of Asian ele-
phant extended from the Euphrates-Tigris river

systems in the west through Asia south of Hima-

layas to lndo-China and most of southern China

in the east. Today, the Asian elephant occurs in
Bangladesh, Bhutan, Burma (Myanmar); Cam-

bodia, China, India, Indonesia (Kalimantan and

Sumatra), Laos, Malaysia (Peninsular Malaysia
and Sabah), Nepal, Sri Lanka, Thailand and

Vietnam. At the turn of the century, it was

estimated that there were more than 100,000
elephants in Asia. But today it is doubtful if
the wild populations in all the thirteen countries
of the species range would add up to 55,000
animals. Although the elephant's present range

still extends from the lndian sub+ontinent in
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the west to the rim of the lndo€hinese penin-
sula, yet the total wild habitat available for it
in Asia amounts to only about 500,000 km2
(or about the size of Thailand), which is declin-
ing at ah average rate of 4,000 km2 per annum.
It is therefore one of the most seriously en-
dangered species of large mammals in the world.
Indiscriminate hunting and forest clearance
are the principal causes for the decline in num-
ber of elephants in Asia.

Prior to about 1900, when agricultural
settlement in Sumatra first led to a substantial
degree of deforestation, most of the island was

covered in primary forest. Presumably up to
that time, the elephant was more or less conti-
nuously distributed throughout the whole area.

The island of Sumatra must have had a subs"
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Fig. I The distribution of forty-four known populations of elephonts in
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tantial population of elephants to enable the

Acehnese Kings to have them captured in large

numbers and trained with the help of Indian
mahouts and maintained in extensive stables

for use in war and peace. The elephant was

held in such high esteem by the Kings in Suma-

tra that in the event of, an animal's death, its
unfortunate mahout was ordered killed, stuffed
inside the dead animal's stomach and thrown
into the sea! Substantial numbers of tuskers
too must have been present in the wild popula-
tion to provide ivory for export during the
early 19th century. Between 1879 and 1883,
the average export to ivory from Ceylon (pre-
sent day Sri Lanka) and Sumatra was about
2,000 kg per year, half of which went from
Sumatra.

Today about 3,000 elephants survive in Su-

matra in a number of small, discontinuous
populations from Aceh in the north to Lampung
in the south, from sea level to over 1,750 m

altitude (Fig. 1). High human population and
conversion of forests to oil palm and rubber
plantations have almost squeezed the elephant
out of North Sumatra. The importance of ele-
phant in Sumatra stems from the animal's great
size and its high longevity in most populations.
These two factors enable the species to make

relatively massive interventions in any ecosys-

tem. lt is therefore the most important compo-
nent of the Sumatran landscape. In Sumatra
today, a rapidly expanding human population
is being maintained by essentially subsistence
economy. Changes in the land.use patterns are

resulting in the contihuous contraction of ha-

bitat available to the etephant. Range attrition
can have serious consequences to the long-term
survival of the elephants. They serve to cut off
certain channels of response of the elephants
such as emigration and dispersion. When ele-
phants lose their range, they die. The pocketed
herds of elephants are responsible for much of
the crop depredations and human+lephant
conflicts in Sumatra,

Against this background, elepnant conser-

vation is coming under increasing pressure from
developrirent agencies and planners to make

it justifiable on economic grounds. The World
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Bank which provides huge loans to assist econo-
mic development is ambivalent about elephants
and their inherent power to destroy their
development proiects. Elephant conservation
requires habitat protection and this must be

loo'ked upon as a form of land-use where the
objectives other than short-term benefits are

emphasised. lt involves a much larger time-
scale than in other forms of land-use. Ecological
events have a time lag before they could mani-
fest themselves. But when they do, the conse-
quences are often catastrophic. Indiscriminate
logging and forest clearance were the cause of
the floods that killed hundreds of people in
southern Thailand a few years ago. lt was this
catastrophe that made the Thai Government
impose a total ban on logging. lt was a case of
locking the stable gates once the horse has

bolted. Even in Sumatra, forest clearance in

Bengkulu province was responsible for much

of the human misery that accompanied flash

floods in 1988. The economic and social costs

of such catastrophes are enormous. They could

have been prevented if development program'
mers heeded the warnings of the ecologists.

Elephant conservation in Sumatra must be

looked upon as a means to maintain large areas

of forest vital to the welfare of the people. Many
of the elephant populations today occur along
the chain of Barisan mountains that run along
the western spine of Sumatra. These habitats
are invariably the watersheds of almost all the
important rivers such as Musi and Batang Hari.
The destruction of these watersheds would have

consequences that are generally considered at
present incalculable. The conversion of forsest
into agricultural holdings, some of which have
proved ephemeral and been abandoned, is a

particularly serious cause of conservation pro-
blems in Sumatra and the elephant is among the
species most seriously affected by it. lt is esti-
mated that between 65 and 8O% of the species

rich lowland forests of Sumatra have already
been lost (Fig. 2)._

The mountain areas which are the watersh-
eds of the rivers, to date have been less seriously
affected, but even here the disruption of conti-
nuous cover is already substantial in some cases,
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and perhaps 15% of their total area may tentati-
vely be estimated as already removed on the
scanty information available. The altitude range

of the mountains in-Sumatra is such that most
of their area is rich habitat for the Sumatran
elephant which is essentially a forest animal.
Unless much firmer conseryation and manage-
ment policies are adopted in forest areas than
have been followed hitherto, and badly planned
changes of land-use curtailed, the elephant in
Sumatra wil! be at severe risk in the wild within
a few decades excepting perhaps only the lar-
gest protected areas.

But the long-term survival of the elephant
cannot be ensured only by reservation of its ha-

bitat and enactment of laws for ist protection.
Such legislative measures have failed to save

the tiger in Java and Bali. What is more impor-
tant however is to have the active support of the
people, especially those who live in the fringe
areas dependent on forest resources for their
subsistence. The goal of the elephant manage-
ment in Sumatra is therefore to minimise the
elephant-human conflicts, while conserving as

many viable populations of elephants as possible

in a variety of habitats. lt requires some iustifi-
cation to conted that the elephant populations
that live outside the protected areas should be

conserved against the background of crop-depre-
dations that have -escalated over the recent
years. Many farmers consider the most effective
way to minimise their crop losses would be to
eliminate the elephants. But there are compel-
ling reasons why they should be saved.

The elephant is the four-wheel drive vehicle
of the jungle whose potential use to man has
been largely overlooked in Sumatra in the recent
past. During the Dutch colonial rule, the domes-
ticated elephants were used in war and peace.
The potential use of trained elephants in agri-
culture, forestry and nature-oriented tourism
cannot be ignored. In Assam, in the north-
eastern part of India, elephants were used in
agriculture to plough land and pound the.rice.
In Thailand and Nepal, trained elephants have
been used successfutly in natureoriented tour-
ism generating much needed fevenue for the
local people. But more importantly, throughout
Asia, the elephants have been the backbone of
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the tiniber industry. This is nowhere more sig-
nigicant than in Burma where today about 5p00
trained elephants are employed in the teak fo-
rests.

Faced with the escalating problems of crop
depredations by elephants throughout Sumatra,
the Directorate of Forest Protection and Nature
Conservation (PHPA) tried many ways to mini-
mise the scale of elephant-human conflicts.
These ranged from the translocation of entire
herds of elephant from problem areas to the
safety of the protected areas, establishment of
elephant barriers such as electric fences to con-
tain the animals from moving into cultivated
areas, and the capture of chronic crop raiders
and rogue elephants using potent morphiomi-
metic drugs for domestication and use in forest-
ry, agriculture and tourism,

But there was a problem. How to domes-
ticated the rogue elaphants? The art of domes-
ticating elephants disappeared in Sumatra with
the dissolution of the Kingdoms of the Sultans
and the demise of their hegemony over much of
Sumatra with the arrival of the Dutch colonial
powers about three hundred years ago. The
whole technology had to be re-introduced into
Sumatra from outside. To do so, the PHPA
approached Thailand through its ASEAN con-
nection and in 1987, bought two trained ele-
phants from Chaiyaphum in Central Thailand
and transported the animals with their mahouts
by trucks all the way across southern Thailand
and Malaysia and shipped them by boat across

the Malacca Straits into Riau from where they
were transported by truck to the Way Kambas
Game Reserve and thus established the first
Elephant Training Centre (ETC) in Sumatra.
The objectives of the ETC were to minimise the
scale of elephant-human conflicts in Sumatra,
provide a pool of trained elephants and mahouts
for use in forestry and nature-oriented tourism
and thus re-establish the elephant as a part of
Sumatra's myths, history and cultural heritage.

We were particularly careful to emphasize
the use of trained elephants not in all forestry
operations but only in the extraction of timber
from the production forests that have been
legally set aside and in the mono+ulture planta-
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tions of teak, pine or eucalyptus. Teak is parti-
cularly suited to grow between altitudes of
2,000 and 3,000 m along steep hills. In such
areas, there is no man-made machine that is
superior to the trained elephants in hauling
timber. According to Lt-Col. J H. Williams
(the author of the well-known book "ELE-
PHANT BILL"), trained elephants can haul a
log "twenty-nine feet long and six or seven
feet in girth - that is say, over 100 cubic feet of
timber, or four tons dead weight. "

There was considerable reluctance on the
part of the logging companies in Sumatra to
consider the use of trained elephants in forestry
operations, This is largely due to the economics
of logging operations which aim to maximise
the extraction of timber within the minimum
time period. But at last, the PHPA seems to have
successfully demonstrated the potential benefit
of the trained elephants to the logging compani-
es in Sumatra. Already one timber company
(P.T. Great Andalas Timber) in Lampung pro-
vince has incorporated two trained elephants in
its logging operations (see cover photo). This is a
remarkable achievement for the PHPA and
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marks a turning point in the history of the ETC
in Sumatra.

The economical and environmental advan-

tages of using the trained elephants in forestry
operations are many. A fully trained elephant is

an investment for a !ifetime.

1. lt costs only about US$ 6,000 to US$

10,000 to purchase a timber elephant of
age 2O years in Thailand. Such an elephant
has a working life of 30 years. Compare this
with the cost of a crawler tractor which
costs about US$ 100,000 to 140,000 a
piece, and has a working life of 6 years.

2. The trained elephants are "environment-
friendly" and "user-friendly". There is no
need to cut expensive logging roads that are
essential for the use of heavy machinery.
The establishment of logging roads not only
destroys much of the forest but more se-

riously provides the access to many wild
settlers and poachers to the interior. The
agent of much of the forest destruction is

shifting cultivation and so, these access
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3.

roads.provide avenues for the spread of slash

and burn agriculture throughout Sumatra.

The trained elephants can ascend steep hills
and mountains where no machinery can go.

But herein lies the hidden danger of misuse

of trained elephants by unscrupulous logging
companies in extracting timber from upper
reaches of the forests and thus destroying
the crucial watersheds. This is the principal
reason why we advocate strongly for use in
production forests and in mono-culture
plantations of teak, pine and eucaplyptus.

Trained elephants in theory can work
throughout the year under any weather con-
ditions, unlike the heavy machinery. Bull
elephants however have a period of "musth"
during which time they tend to be aggressive

and so are not put to work. But the non-
pregnant females can work throughout the
year. In the freshwater swamp forests of
Sumatra, elephants provide the best and the
most cost€ffective means of timber extrac-
tion.

Unlike the machinery, the elephants do not
rust, corrode or pollute the environment.
They do not depend on expensive spare

parts and their dung acts both as a fertilizer
as well as an agent of seed dispersal in the
forest. Gasoline is a non-renewable resource
of limited quantity. As such it will become
increasingly expensive in the years to come.
Spare parts too will become expensive as

labour costs mount. In the end, the trained
elephants will become far superior to the
machinery.

6. Throughout Asia, the staple', food of ele-

phants consists of grass and bamboo, which
are found in the undergrowth of the forests.
Elephants while feeding in the forest will
thin this undergrowth in such a way to en-
hance the germination and growth of many
forest tree seeds.

7. The use of elephants in extraction of timber
will greatly reduce the environmental da-

mage caused by heavy machinery and thus
prevent excessive soil erosion and soil com-
paction.

The price paid for using elephants in forestiy
is that the rate of extraction of timber will be

slow and so it may not be economical to the log-
ging compaqies. But it can be selective and so on
ecological terms would be sustainable.

4.

5.
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ln the final analysis, the human+lephant
conflicts cannot be resolved by capturing chro-
nic crop raiders alone. This is only a short-term
measure with limited objectives. lf carried to an
extrene, it could pose a real threat to the survi-
val of the elephants in the wild. There is there-
fore no substitute to the protection of the ele-
phant habitat. The best opportunity for ele-
phant and other large mammal conservation in
Sumatra seems at present to lie in some form
of mu ltiple-use-pattern of rangeland develop-
ment. The problem of elephant provides yet
another compelling argument for ending the in-
discriminate felling and deforestation which
have been sweeping across much of tropical
Asia. While the need to retain large tracts of
undisturbed climax ecosystems is axiomatic,
it is not essential ipso facto to stop commercial
exploitation of timber in forest to be managed
as a habitat for elephant: it is simply necessary
to control it strictly. Trees must be taken on a
selective basis and extraction limited to those

exceeding 50 cm at, breast height, leaving the
remainder to provide open canopy until saplingB
grow up to replace trees removed. Such a policy
is in any case required to provide sound !ong-
term forest management to replace the destruc-
tive expoitation that has been turning large areas
of Sumatra into degraded environments of no
economic or environmental value.

Today, we find the elephant with his back
against the wall in Sumatra, with little remaining
habitat left, and even that increasingly threaten-
ed by the burgeoning human population. The
future of elephant lies in man's hands and the
extent to which he is prepared to share the land
with it. For this to come about, and it is essen-
tial as a long term aim, conservation education'
should encourage people to take a balanced atti-
tude to elephants and recognize their ecological
role in the ecosystems and their potential use to
man in agriculture, forestry and tourism.

Need for an International Registry
of Domesticated Elephants

Rbhard C. Lalr

Government elephant operations in Asia
are now unintentionally fulfilling exactly the
same role that Captive Breeding Centers in the
West serve for many other Endangered Species,
though the Asian operations are or have the
potential to be more efficient, flexible, and cost-
effective than conventional Western C.BCs.
Existing Forest Department elephant operations
(and certain .viable communities of privately-
owned elephans) are financially self-sustaining
CBCs where the animals get a more natural diet,
better exercise and better social and reproduc-
tive opportunities than in Western CBCs or zoos.
Marshall, who worked for years in the forests of
Thailand, wrote. "lt is axiomatic that the nearer
a captive animal's living conditions can approxi-
mate to those of its wild cousin the fitter it
will be . . . " and the well managed governinent
elephant operation certainly fulfills these con-
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ditions, all of which lead to better breeding. In
spite of their relatively low birth rates, Forest
Department elephant births still far outnumber
those in Western zoo. This involuable function
should be recognized and supported by the
internotional wildlife conseruotion community.
One appropriate initial' role for international
wildlife organizations might be begin to gather
the documentation and bioiJata that is essential
to modern management and captive breeding

The registration of privatelyowned ele-
phants will be a very slow add complicated
business requiring new legislation, licensing,
massive funding, unprecedented inter-agency
efforts and tens of thousands of man-hours in
the field. A centralized registry for government
elephants, on the.other hand should be very easy
and economical: it could almost be done by

I

l
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mail. lf all Forest Departments cooperated
fully, it should be possible for every govern-
ment-owned forestry elephant in Southeast
Asia to be registered in a central, computerized
databank within a year or twq A program to
conduct basi'c analysis of poputation dynamics
should be included from the very earliest stages.

Standard forms

Gathering the basic data needed for an
accurate census and for basic population ana-
lysis of discrete populations would consist of
providing sets of simple, pre-numbered questi-
onnaire forms, one form for each elephant.
Such blank forms would include a pre-assigned

number as well as spaces for name, location, sex,
date of birth or approximate age at capture,
place of bir:th or capture, name of parents (if
possible), births (for cows including new forms
for calves), death, sale, 'gone astray', etc. (Ca-
ughley [1980J provides a list of basic data
required for a full analysis of domesticated ete-
phant population dynamics). Biodata (such as

height, weight and other biological parameters,
including veterinary treatment) would be possi-
ble but optional. (Registration forms should be
designed by a committee of managers and scient-
ists so as to elicit all essential information in
the easiest, most user friendly way. This form
must be very well thought out both the infor-
mation it elicits a'nd the programming for analy-
zing that information should be definitive since
they will be used into the for eseeable future.

Registering the whole government-owned
population in Southeast Asia might sound a
daunting task but it is not. The government
elephants in the region number only some 3,000,
the vast majority of them in Burma. These ele-
phants are government property to be accounted
for and thus existing standards of documentati-
on are almost universally excellent. (So excellent
in fact that in some cases it might even be possi-
ble to backtrack through departmental registers
and expand the data base to include deceased
animals so far back .as there is full and accurate
documentation for every elephant in a closed
management unit). Managers normally possess

all' needed data in ledgers right at their finger-
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tips. Since (beyond' writing the narne of the
locale and the name of the elephant) data entry
will consist of checking boxes or writing num-
bers, filling out the master forms should take
no more than a few minutes altogether. The
manager of 50 elephants would require only two
or three hours per animal: regular updates for
births, deaths, transfers, etc., would take very
little time indeed. (lnitial entry from completed
individual forms into the computer would take
no more than two weeks or so.

Beyond its value as a regularly updated cen-
sus, such a form would instantly yield very use-
ful data on population dynamics, the scientific
value of this data would constantly increase

with annual or biannual updates. This informa-
tion could be used to continuously monitor
individual elephant establishment and to provide
local managers with a long-term perspective of
what is happening to their elephants. Some
central organization in each country should
have a computer with all relevant information.
Long term captive breeding could begin with an
adequate statistical and documentary base, both
locally and regionally. Thus a tremendous
amount of good could come from a very small
amount of money. Beyond designing, distribut-
ing and printing a simple form, there would be
few costs beyond postage and tabulation of the
data.

Beyond being useful to international ex-
perts, the fruit of such forms would also bevery
useful to local managers. Discrete elephant
groups could be analyzed (using standard tech-
niques) and a prognosis given to manager's on
the groups 'health' (dangerously high median
age, sexual imbalance, etc.)

Such a hypothetical registration and biodata
program inevitably calls to mind the lnterna-
tional Species Inventory System (lStS), a com-
puterized 'stud book' initiated in 1973 by- over
150 zoos primarilly to monitor and subsequent-
ly advise on captive breeding of wild animals,
most of which are - like the Asian elephant -
Endangered Species. Certainly any results of
an Aiian program should be sent to lSlS, and
perhaps lSlS would be in a position to advise
or assist. There is very good reason to register
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the Asian elephants kept in Western zoos and

other institutions.

Supplementary standard research forms

The essential data for individual animals
could be expanded by the use of supplementary
forms (or optional pages in longer basic forms)
to include very detailed data on key areas of
elephant use and welfare, especially work per-

formance and veterinary histories. Comparative
studies would be greatly facilitated. Physiologi-
cal studies (blood analysis, genotyping, etc.) are

another possible research focus which could use

standard forms.

Management Unit forms

Virtually all government elephants work in
good-sized but isolated groups. There is a regular
but low inward osmosis consisting of captures,
wild orphans and rare purchases or trades, there
is very little outward flow beyond a few gifts
and even fewer escapees. lndividual registration
forms would thus in aggregate describe closed-

system elephant groups. A supplementary form
or questionnaire could elicit information on

management conditions of such groups (the

nature and extent of the surrounding forest,
forage, work hours, man hours.,in supervision,

etc.) in order to provide background useful for
analysis.

Registration of privately-owned elephants

The ultimate goal of any Asian registration
and biodata gathering effort would obviously be

to extend coverage to as many of the 12,000 pri-
vately-owned elephants as possible. Certain po-

pulations, such. as the 3,000 private elephants in

Burma working under government contract, Sri

Lanka's easily studied elephants and Vietnam's
single, localized population come to mind as

likely goals. Other sizeable populations must

probably wait for governments to introduce
legal protection and licensing for private ele-
phants before effective international registration
is possible. Perhaps in some places government
departments or NGOs could stimulate owners to
register voluntarily.
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Fig: A Thai mahout and his elephant in
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SHORT COMMUNICATIONS

MANAGEMENT OF ELEPHANTS IN CAPTIVITY IN SRI LANKA

by
Vasantha Nugegoda F.Z.S.

Singapore Zoological Gardens Singapore
(Former Gurator, Zoological Gardens, Sri Lanka)

The elephant has always been an integral part of
Sri Lankan cuhure, religion and even politics. To the
Buddhists it is the only animal that is given the honour of
carrying the sacred tooth of Lord Buddha,during the
annual Esala Perehara in Kandy. ThE recent death of
Raja the Maligawa tusker was much mourned by
Buddhists all over the island. lt is also sad that Raja had
no issue to carry on his noble task!

The number of elephants in the wild is decreasing as
development programmes convert elephant habitat for
other uses. In the past, the number of domestic
elephants was augmented from captures in the wild.
Given the relatively small number in the wild, there is a
general @ncern towards the maintenance and viability ol
lhose in captivity. Wilh this in mind, a project has been
proposed to enhance the long-tgrm survival prospect ol
the elephants in captivity in Sri LanRa.

About two dgcades ago, the number of elephants in
captivity was estimated to be about 500. Today, it is
more likely to be about 300. ln the wild, slaugther of
elephant continues. In 1987, between 4O-50 elephants
were shot and '12 calves that were found abandoned
were brought to the zoo.

The first objective of the project is to determine exact-
ly how many elephants there are in captivity in Sri Lanka

Fig. 6.1: The curator, Mr. W.M. Ranbanda in Pinnawala Elephant Oryhanage, Sri Lanlca
with sme of the elephants. (Photo: W.M. Ranbanda)
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today, where they are located, and to obtain data
concerning their sex ratio, age, class structure, he(hV
weight statistics etc. These data could then be stored in
central data bank for use in captive breeding program-
mes. This would be followed by captive breeding pro-
gramme, separate from that in Pinnawala and concern-
ing the elephants that are in private ownership.

A sound programme to breed elephants in captivity is
needEd in view of the decline in number of elephants in
the wild. Elephant is no doubt a slow breeder but even
lhe addition of one animal in captivity through a breeding
programme could be of enormous benefit. h is also
financially worthwhile as a calf can be sold for about 2
lakhs of rupees! Captive bred animals can be ussd in
timber extraction and timber hau[ing as is the case in
Burma and Thailand.

A well designed breeding project, located in Kandy
along the banks of the Mahaweli river could be another
attraction for tourists. lt can function as a cEntre whsre
foreign and local researchers could come and learn how
animals are trained and bred. A similar certre exists in
Mudumalai in South India. Techniques such as artificial
insemination practised in Western Zoos can be applied in
the breeding programms.
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A short report on the status of the elephants in Burma
(based on a visit to Burma in January 1992)

w
Dr. H.P. Nooteboom

Rijksherbarium, PO Box 9514,2300 RA LeirJen The Nederlands

About 5,000 domestic elephants are know
to occur in Burma (= Mvanmar) of which 2,955
animals are owned by the Myanma Timber
Enetreprise (MTE), while the balance remain
under private owenership. The composition of
the animals owned by MTE is as follows:

Class Males Females Total

(19-60 yr old) s82 967 1s49
( 5-18 yr old) 473 539 1012
Calves at heel '177 2',7 394
(with mother)

Total 1232 1723 2955

During the last five years, a total of 180
animals were captured by MTE using chemical
immobilization with a tranquilizer (Capchur)
gun. This gives the capture rate of 36 animals
per year in the 5 to 12 year ageclass. Overa!|,
the total number of animals captured using all
the methods including the stocakade-method
is estimated to be about 100 a year, Only the
young animals are kept while the others are

released back into the forest.

Elephants are used in timber camps u.ntil

the age of 60 years at which time they are pen-

sioned off. The elephants in captivity are also

known to breed with wild animals (especially
wild ,bulls mate with domestic cows) but no one
has ever witnessed such a mating. Every year
about 110 calves are born in captivity with a

sex-ratio of 40 males to 60 females. The m_ortali-

ty as a result of diseases as well as accidents is
abgut 100 animals per year.

The size of the wild population is not known
with certainty, especially in areas that are poli-
tically volatile and therefore insecure. However,
the total population must be well over 3p00
animals.

The captive population is not reduced by
increased use of rnachines in timber extraction
since elephant is still being used to extract
timber selectively in many areas. This appears
to be the most suitable method of logging in
Burma.

The number of wild elephants captured
appears to be sustainable, and so is not likely to
affect the wild population. However, .there

might be some poaching activities which if not
brought under control, could pose a threat in
some areas. In the market in Rangoon, ivory
artifacts are on sale and these are usually
bought by unvary tourists (including the Dutch).
But the export of ivory articles out of Burma
is prohibited and so, if they are discovered on
tourists, they are confiscated
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Fig. l. Approximote distribution ond relative obundonce of wild ele-
phonts ln Burma. Redrown from UNDP/FAO (1983). The
symbols represent maximum estimates and ore'bosed on the
questionnoire survey corried out by the Divisionol Forest Offi-
cen in l96016l ond 1980181.
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A REPORT ON THE WORKSHOP ON ELEPHANT
MANAGEMENT IN THAILAND

by
Uma Ramakrlshnan

Asian Elephant Conservation Centre Bangalore, India

A Workshop on Elephant Management was
conducted by the Royal Forest Department,
Thailand, from 2nd to 11th October, '1991. This
Workshop was held at Erawan National Park
and Salakphra Wildlife Sanctuary. Financial
assistance for the workshop was provided by
the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)
of the United Nations.

The purpose of the workshop was to train
researchers and officials of the Royal Forest
Department in the various techniques of ma-

naging elephants in the wild. The workshop
addressed two important issues:

1. Estimation of elephants in the wild,
2. Resolution of human-elephant conflicts.

The participants for the workshop included Fo-

rest Department staff frgm the different Natio-
nal Parks and Sanctuaries of Thailand.

The workshop was inaugurated on the 2nd of
October at the Royal Forest Department, Bang-

kok. Dr. Schwann Thunnhikorn was the Prin-
cipal Organizer for the workshop. Later, the
participants were taken to Erawan National
Park in Kanchanaburi district.

On the 3rd, lectures were given on methods
of estimating elephant number and densities.
Ms Shantini Dason gave an introduction on how
to plan a census operation and later went into
the details of censusing elephants by the indi-
rect count method of surveying dung. Ms Uma
Ramakrishnan spoke on the various census

methods and then explained censusing elephants
by the Direct Line Transect Method.

Field exercises were conducted on the 5th.
The participants were taken to the adfoining
Salakphra Wildlife Sanctuary which has recently
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been having a lot of human-elephant conflicts.
Participants were divided into five groups and a
census exercise was conducted on the Direct
Line Transect Method.

Mr. Shariff Daim of the Department of Wild-
life and National Parks, Malaysia, discussed the
Elephant Management plan in Malaysia. Hd then
gave details on the method of drug induced
i mmobi I ization of elephants.

On the 7th, participants were again divided into
five groups and taken to Salakphra Wildlife
Sanctuary where field exercises in censusing
elephants using the Indirect Dung Count Method
'were carried out. Later, Mr. Shariff Daim
demonstrated the use of immobilization darts
and drugs to tranquilize elephants for trans
location.

Analysis of census data using computer
grammes was demonstrated on the 8th.
participants then entered and analysed
data collected in the field during the two
exerc ises.

Mr. Mohd Khan, Director (Dept. of National
Parks & Wildlife Conservation) Malaysia, dis
cussed the translocation of elephants in Malay-
sia and briefly summarized elephant manage-

ment plans in Malaysia.

The workshop was concluded on the 1Oth. The
conclusions proposed at the workshop were as
follows:

1. There would be a strict protection of the
elephant's habitat for its long term survival.

2. A census would be carried out throughout
Thailand using appropriate methods so as
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3.

to get relatively accurate estimates of ele-
phant numbers.

Set up a team of experts to translocate ele-
phants in areas where there is a lot of man-
elephant conflicts.

4. Establish elephant corridors to connect
elephant habitats.

The participants returned to Bangkok on the

1 1th.

Thoi mahouts demonstrating the use of troined elephants in houling timber in Chiang-
mai. (Photo: Jatuporn Rutnin).
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Saving the Asian Elephant
Pak Abdul Barl

Director of Nature Conservation
Directorate of Forest Protection & Nature Conservation

Jl. lr. H. Juanda 15 Bogor, Indonesia
(Presented at the AESG Meeting on 20 May 1992)

International coneern has been largely focussed on
the plight of the Afri'can elephant but the status of the
Asian elephant by contrast is very serious indeed given
that only about 55,000 animals are found in the wild
throughor.lt Asia. In addition, there may be another
16,000 animals in captivity. What must be done to save
the species from becoming extinct? This is the question
the IUCN/SSC Asian Elephant Speciatist Group
Members gathered here will be discussing at this
mssting. But the solution is not easy.

lf poachers were the only threat, then the elephants
might be safe. The ban on the trade in ivory achieved at
the meeting of the Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) in
Lausanns in 1989 and subsequently re-emphasized
more recently at the CITES meeting in March 1992 in
Kyoto, Japan is indeed a great achievement. But as far
as the Asian elephant is concerned, the species was put
in the Appendix I long before the African elephant was
included but nevertheless its numbers havs continued to
decline throughout its range in Asia with ths possible
exception in India where a combination of sensible
planning, sound programmes and active support of the
gov€rnmsnt and people at large has been responsible for
an actual increass in the number of elephants in the wild.
But in all the other countries in Asia, from Nepal in the
west to Indochina in the east, the elephants in the wild
have declined both in range and number.

Unlike the African elephant where both males and
females carry tusks and hence are potential targets ol
the ivory poachers, here in Asia, only the males and that
too a certain proportlon of them in the population carry
tusks. In Asia, poaching is not the major threat to the
decline in number of the elephants: poverty and the
demographic pressure lor land are an even more
intractable threat. Asian elephant conservation must be
seen against this background.

For the western tourist on safari, the nobleness of the
elephant - the largest and most impressive tsrrestrial
mammal - is all too apparent. But for rural people who
live in the vicinity of elephant reserves, the elephant is
frequently looked upon as a pest; destroying crops,
pushing down houses, trampling trees and at times even
children. h is easy enough for armchair campaigners in
the west to insist on protection but with Asia's human
population which is already too high in some countries
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and showing every sign of growing in the coming
decades, there is not going to be enough space for the
elephant.

The key to protection is to ensure local people

receivs some €conomic benefit from the animal. One
way of doing this is through eco-tourism - another buzz
word these days togsther with biodiversityl. But such
schemes can only become meaningful and relevant in

elephant conservation pr,gr.rmmes provided that a pad -
a large part in fact - of the revenues goes to thp poor
people in the local communities surrounding elephant
ressrves and other protected areas. ln addition, action
must be taken to improve the incsntives for the local

communities to participate in the conservation of wildlife
resources. The otd fashioned way of keeping local
communities out of onsErvation areas through force will
not work anymore. Prctection of elephant populations,

their habitats and migratbn routes may mean that local

communities lose their a@ess to traditional land use and

resouces. Such communities must be compensated for
these losses by receiving some of the gains lrom
conservation. Moreover, the local communities must
participate fully in decisions affecting land and resourc€s.
Unless such imaginative actions are adopted throughout
Asia, elephant conservation may not succeed in the long

run. Integration of rural development with elephant
conservation must be a high priority in our efforts given

the current increase in human population in Asia and the
consequent pressur€s imposed on the land and its
limited resources.

Listing a species in Appendix I of CITES alone otfers
no guarantse to ensure its long term survival in the field.
Legal provisons alone have failed lo save ths tiger in

Java and Bali. Without imaginative action backed by
strong political will and an unprecedented tevel of
international co-operation, financial assistance and
technical expertise, the Asian elephant like the Black
rhino and the Blue Whale will be on the fast track to
extinc{ion. The key to the survival of the Asian elephant
is the protection of its habitat. The future welfare of many
elephant populations throughout their range will depend
on the measures that ws adopt today to safeguard our
forests. MorE than hall of Asia's elephant populations live
under the protective umbrella of these forests: Therefore
the best way to maintain these populations is to keep as
much as possible of their forest habitat intact. Such a
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movs would benefit not only the elephant but thousands
of other species of plants and animals that inhabit the
elephant habitats.

Finally, the international conservation community
must realise that the elephant logelhsr with Asia's unique
stock of other large mammals represent a priceless pad
of the world's natural heritage. lt is therEfore not rea-
sonable to expect economically poor Asian coqntriqs to
und€rtake such a sweeping consqrvation pKrgramme
without substantial assistance from outside: lrom the
more affluent west. The African elephant conlinues to
draw massive financial assistance from the west. At the
last CITES meeting, the UK Governmsnt pledged one
millbn US dollars for the African elephant conservation.
But so far, the such international philanthrophy appears
not to havs noticed the more precarious status of the
55,000 Asian elephants in the wild!

Elephant conservation in Asia will not succeed

also by the ectinomically more porrerlul international
conssrvation agencies such as IUCN and WWF and
other NGOs to h[hlight the plight of the species. In
addition to lip service and pledges of help, the
programme will also need substantial sums of money
(about 10 million US dollars) over the n€xt tsn years.
ProblEms in achieving oonservation success in the past
in Asia may be attributed to under valuing the cost of
accomplishing the desired goal. The fuiure. of the Asian
elephant must be a matter of eirtrerfi6 irnportance not
only to the range states but must also become the
responsibility o{ all nations as it is a pan of the world's
natural heritage and therefore the concern of all
mankind. Man as the most dominant species on this
planet his been responsible for the extinction of many
species and so unless we are prepared to learn from the
messages of the past, our future viability as a species
m[ht be no more hopeful in the long tErm than it is.for
the elephants

without a massive effoil not only by the range states but
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AESG/AECC ACTIVITIES

IUCN/SSC Asian Elephant Specialist Group Meeting
20-22 May 1992, Bogor, Indonesia

a summary compiled by
R. Sukumar & Charles Santlaplllal

The fourth meeting of the IUCN/SSC Asian
Elephant Specialist Group was held at the
SEAMEO-BIOTROP in Bogor, lndonesia from
20th to 22nd May 1992.The Chief Guest at the
meeting was the Director-General of the Direc-
torate of Forest Protection and Nature Conser-
vation (PHPA) in Indonesia, Pak Sutisna Warta-
putra and was attended by 40 participants
(which included field workers, representatives
from government organizations and zoos) from
Bangladesh, Cambodia, China, England, Holland,
India, Indonesia, Laos, Malaygia (Peninsula &
Sabah), Singapore, Sri Lanka, Switzerland, Thai-
land, USA and Vietnam. The main objective of
the meeting was to formulate country projects
in order to implement the Asian Elephant
Action Plan. In addition, it also provided the
necessary forum to test the feasibility of using
the Asian Elephant as the prototype for SSC's

forthcoming Heritage Species Programme.

Pak Sutisna, in his keynote address referred
to the serious plight of the Asian elephant given

its small number and discontinuous'range. In
contrast to the African elephant which is esti-

mated to be about 600,000 ranging over an area

of 7.5 million km2, the Asian elephant numbers
only about 55,000 and is confined to a total
area of 500,000 km2. Pak Sutisna urged IUCN
and WWF to join hands in enhancing the long-
term survival of the Asian elephant which is

more endangered as a result of habitat loss than
poaching. Pak Sutisna pointed out that millions
of people in the Third World in Asia utilized a

fraction of the world's resoilrces but many of
them in fact bear the brunt of poverty, famine,
depredations, disease and death. They want a

better life. Their countries in many instances
are the custodians of endangered species includ-
ing the elephant. On the one hand, as custodians
of biodiversity, they are forced to assume res-
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ponsibility for its protection. Yet at the same-

time, many Asian countries are also saddled
with the problems of feeding expanding human
populations. According to the Chairman, Mr
Lyn de Alwis, elephant conservation in Asia will
not succeed without the support of the people,
especially those who live along the periphery of
the elephant reserves who bear the brunt of ele-
phant depredations. Therefore resolving human-
elephant conflicts was given a very high priori-
ty in the AESG's agenda.

In addition to presentation .of country re-
ports by AESG members, much time was given

to the formulation of projects in a number of
working groups. These include the following
main topics:

Establishing and managing elephant ranges

in Asia,
Developing census capability for long-term
monitoring of elephant populations,
Understanding long-term ecological pro-

eesses in Asian elephants,
Translocation and monitoring of problem

elephants,
Establishment of training schools for ele-

phant handlers (mahouts),
An economic eviluation of captive elephants
in Asia,
Education, awareness and publicity,
Research on reproductive biology of captive
elephants, and
Updating the Asian elephant action plan.

(1)

(2)

(1)

(4)

{s)

(6)

(7)
(8)

(e)

lmplementation of Asian Elephant Action Plan.
Projects developed at the 4th AESG Meeting in Bogor

Period: 1993 - 1994

ESTABLISHING AND MANAGING ELE.
PHANT RANGES IN ASIA

Every country should develop a network of
protected areas which are linked by buffer
zones of multiple use that are compatible
with the demands of elephants' and other
wildlife to ensure the long-term survival
of important elephant populations. Some
of these reserves may be Trans Frontier
Reserves (TFR). Within these Managed

Elephant Reserves (MER), human activities
such as low impact shifting cultivation,
controlled livestock grazing, subsistence
hunting and gathering, sustained yield
forestry and extraction on non-timber pro-
ducts may be permitted in the buffer zone
areas between of around the wholly pro-
tected core areas.

Under each profect the following activities
will be undertaken:-

1. Surveys will be carried out of priority
MERs and elephant distribution, land-

use, vegetation etc. will be mapped on
1: 50,000 or smaller scale, with the help
of satellite imagery.

2. Stratify each MER into protected areas
(existing or potential), buffer zones,

corridors etc. so as to create a viable
elephant range for the long-term survival
of the species.

3. The AESG/AECC would open and main-
tain dialogue with the Governmental
Organizations of the respective countries
to establish and manage the MERs.
AESGiAECC will also offer technical
assistance to the Governments to manage

these areas.

Projects:

1. Loo PDR: lldentification t of a Managed

Elephant Range in South-eastern Laos.

2. Vietnom: ldentification of a Managed

Elephant Range in the region of Mom Ray

or Yok Don reserves.
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3. lndonesia: ldentification of a Managed
Elephant Range in the region of Gunung
Leuser National Park in northern Sumatra.

4. lndonesio: ldentification of a Managed
Elephant Range in the region of Kerinci-
Seblat National Park.

5. Bhutanllndia: Establishment of a Ma-
naged Elephant Range in the Mangyal/
Manas/Dungsun (Bhutan), and Manas/Buxa/
Barnadi (lndia) region.

6. Thailand: The western Thailand complex
(TY-HHK/Kaeng Krachan) has been iden-
tified as the most important area for ele-
phant conservation in the country. TY-HHK
core area has already been recognized as

a World Heritage site. National Environ-
ment Board of Thailand has prepared a
Management Plan for the whole area of West-
ern Thailand to be implemented in phases.

However, this plan currently does not focus
on the Asian elephant but would in fact
form an ideal basis for a comprehensively
managed elephant range.

This project therefore proposes to undertake
the following activities with a view to pro-
moting the conseryation of elephant in west-
ern Thailand:-

1. Prepare a basic map of the complex
based on the available information to iden-
tify the necessary corridors between the
protected areas within the complex and
make recommendations to protect them.

2. Initiate a programme of basic suryeys
and simultaneous training of personnel in
the methodology within this complex.

3. Carry out census of elephants in the
area and studies of the elephant movement
and habitat utilization.

4. Hold small-scale, in-situ workshops to
train other wildlife personnel in elephant
survey and management techniques.

5. Gather all information pertaining to
elephant distribution, number, status etc

within the west Thailand and other conser-
vation areas and compile a data base.

(Tentative budget: US$ 50,000/- for 3
years)

Executants (Thoiland): Schwann Thunnhi-
korn/Mattana Srikrajang/Belinda Stewart-
Cox/Rongrarap

DEVELOPING CENSUS CAPABILITY
FOR LONG.TERM MONITORING OF
ELEPHANT POPULATIONS.

Objective information concerning the densi-
ty and number of elephants in Asia is lack-
ing for a number of range countries. This has
been a serious drawback in assessing the
viability of elephant populations through-
out much of the species range in Asia in
general and in the dense tropical rainforest
habitats in particular. This profect therefore
proposes to impart training in census tech-
niques to wildlife personnel in the range
countries and also arrive at objective esti-
mates of elephant densities and numbers
in some of the important areas. lt proposes
to achieve this by using census methods
that are already established or currently
under development. Training workshops
and demonstration censuses would be held
in participating countries.

Priority countries for 1993-l994:

1. Vietnam
2. Lao PDR
a Indonesia (Sumatra)
4. Sri Lanka
5. Malaysia (Peninsular)

Executonts:

1. Vietnam: Le Vu Khoi/Do Tuoc/Nguyen
Dang/Shanthini Dason.

Phanthavong/Ve-
Southammakoth/
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2. Lao PDR: Bouaphanh
ne Vongphet/Sangthong
Shantini Dason/Ajay Desai.
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3. lndonesia (Sumotra): Widodo Rarnono/
Kurnia Rauf/Haerudin Sadjudin/Bintoro/
Uma Ramakrishnan/Charles Santiapillai.

4. Sri Lanko: Sarath Kotagama/Lyn de Al-
wis/Sarath Dissanayake/de Silva/Eric Wic-
kramanayake/R. Sukumar/J.A. Santosh/
Charles Santiapillai.

5. Maloysia (Peninsular); Mohd. Khan/Sha-
riff DaimiTadjudin Abdulla/Surendra Var-
man/Ajay Desai.

UNDERSTANDING LONG.TERM ECOLO-
GICAL PROCESSES IN ASIAN ELE.
PHANTS.

In order to develop a sound conservation
strategy for the long-term survival of the
Asian elephant, it is vital that long-term
studies of the key ecological processes

must be undertaken in important repre-
sentative habitats. These processes include
demography, elephant-vegetation interac-
tion, habitat utilization and ranging pattern
and elephant-human conflicts. Systematic
research must form the basis for improved
management of elephant populations and
their habitats throughout the range in Asia.

l. Assessing the impoct of poaching on the
demogrophy and viability of elephont po-
pulotions in Asia.

Poaching of male elephants for ivory in
certain regions such as Southern India has
resulted in higf'rly skewed sex ratios (female-
biased). The consequence of this for the
fertility, demography and genetic viability
of the population has to be investigated.
This project will make a comparative study
of demography in a Southern Indian ele-
phant population having a skewed sex-ratio
with another population in Sri Lanka, having
a normal sex-ratio. The outcome of this
project would also be of interest to resear-
chers on African elephant populations
which have been subject to poaching pres-
su re.

Executants:

R. Sukumarl).A. Santosh (lndia); Dissanaya-
ke/de Silva/Charles Santiapillai (Sri Lanka)

2. Monitoring of elephant populotions in
Sri Lonka.

It has been more than two decades since the
first island wide assessment of the distribu-
tion and number of elephants was carried
out by the Smithsonian Institution and the
Department of Wildlife Conservation in Sri
Lanka. In the meantime, Sri Lanka has un-
dergone enormous changes as a result of
development programmes. Therefore it is

essential that a proper assessment of existing
reserves and the current status and distri-
bution of the elephant be carried out.

2.1. Ronging pottern of the elephonts in
Ruhuna Notionol Pork.

On going studies indicate that the elephant
population in Block I of the Ruhuna Natio-
nal Park is moving out of its habitat in dry
season. Given the lack of information on
its precise dry-season range, it is proposed
to monitor the mdvement of the elephant
population both within and outside of Block
I on a long-term basis.

Executants; Sarath Kotagama/Sarath Dissanaya-
ke/de Si lva/Charles Santiapi llai

2.2 An ossessment of the status of the ele-
phont in Uda lAohwe National Pork.

Uda Walawe supports a large elephant popu-
lation. But to date, there has been no serious
study carried out to assess the status of this
population, its ecology and movement pat-
terns. This study proposes to initiate a long-

term monitoring programme to address
these issues.

Executants.' Sarath Kotagama/Park Warden/Sa-
rath Dissanayakelde Silva/Charles Santiapil-
lai.
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2.3 Elephant movement in ond oround the
Wasgamuwa Nationa I Pork.

This project will address the movement of
the elephant populations both within and

outside the Wasgamuwa National Park in
the Accelerated Mahaweli Development
Area.

2.4 Distribution of elephants in Sri Lanka.
A revised map of the distribution of the
elephant in Sri Lanka will be prepared on
the basis of the'information so gathered in
the surveys.

2.5 An ecological study of the elephont po-
pulotion in the Huolt Kho KhaenglThung
Yai wildlife sonctuories in Thoilond.

2.6 An ecological reconnaissance survey of
the elephonS populotion in the Tabin Nature
Reserve in Saboh, Malaysia.

D: TRANSLOCATION & MONITORING OF
PROBLEM ELEPHANTS

To set up a regional tranclocation and mo-

nitoring unit in the lndo-China region (Laos,

Cambodia & Vietnam) to move problem
elephants which do not constitute a viable
population into secure protected areas. The
elephants so moved will be monitored using
radio-telemetry to assess how they adapt
to their new habitat.

Executonts; Shariff Daim/Johnsingh/A.8. Fer-

nando/Krishnamurthy | )acob Cheeran. (with
local particiPation)

E: ESTABLISHMENT OF TRAINING
SCHOOLS FOR ELEPHANT I-IANDLERS
(Mahouts):

With the absorption of domesticated ele-
phants into a number of new uses such as

in eco-tourism, timber extraction in coun-
tries which hitherto did not possess trained
elephants, captive breeding centres etc, the
need for constantly increasing number of
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elephant trainers, handlers and even mana-

gers is apparent. The AESG is of the view
that this increased influx is likely to lead to
inexperienced elephant keepers being recru-
ited for these purposes, leading both to poor
elephant management and even mortality. In
this process it is likely that traditional me-

thods of elephant handling which laid so

much emphasis on elephant and keeper un-

derstanding one another will be lost. The
most suitable way in which these relation-
ships can be both continued and passed on is
to establish a school in which these knowled-
geable persons can be employed and utilized.
The AESG proposes to establish two
schools: one in India (where the Govern-
ment has already expressed a keen interest)
and another in Thailand. The AESG also
encourages the esAblishment of similar
schools in countries such as Sri Lanka, Bur-
ma and Laos, where such traditional me-

thods are still flourishing or should be reviv-
ed.

AN ECONOMIC EVALUATION OF CAP.
TIVE ELEPHANTS IN ASIA.

Large numbers of captive elephants exist in
countries such as India, Sri Lanka, Burma
and Thailand. However in some of these

countries such as India and Thailand, given

the total ban on,logging, maintenance of
captive elephants is becoming an economic

liability. Therefore there is a decreasing
demand and incentive to holding elephants
in captivity in timber camps. Although ele-
phants in captivity in general have a poor
reproductive performance, the timber camp
elephants have been an exception. They have

been an important (if not the only) source
of supply of captive bred elephants to other
institutions such as zoos; temples and pri-
vate individuals. Therefore this project will
address the importance of elephants bred in
captivity in activities such as timber extrac-
tion in production forests, eco-tourism, etc.
and will attempt a complete economic ana-

lysis of maintaining elephants in captivity
in such timber camps in two countries:
lndia and Thailand.

F
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G EDUCATION, AWARENESS AND PUBLI.
CITY

The AESG recognizes the urgent need to
launch educational, awareness and publi.
city programmes to enhance the long-term
survival of the Asian elephant both in Asia
where the elephant exists and in the deve-

loped countries which are potential sources

for funding for conservation projects. This
campaign will need the services of a team of
professionals drawn from WWF and IUCN
with support from countries where the ele-
phant ranges.

RESEARCH ON REPRODUCTIVE BIO.
LOGY OF CAFTIVE ELEPHANTS

Timber camp'..elephants in parts of India and
Burma seem to be the most productive of
captive elephant populations. These camps
could become ideal sites for research into
the reproductive biology of elephants that
would ultimately help in conservation plans

for captive as well as wild elephant popu-
lations. Examples of such research include
study of fertility cycles in female elephants,
development of contraceptive implants for
ultimate use in over abundant wild elephant
populations, control of musth in bull ele-

phants, genetic profiles of elephants to de-

termine their subspecific status, quantifying
genetic variation in elephant populations,
nutritional requirement of elephants and

health care of calves.

l: UPDATING THE ASIAN ELEPHANT AC'
TION PLAN

Since its compilation in 1987, much of the
information contained in the IUCN/SSC
Asian Elephant Action Plan has become out
dated and should therefore be revised to
make it more authoritative but also to faci'
litate its implementation. This will be carried

out by three sub-committees (for South

Asia, Indo-Malayan and Indo-China).

H

Opening Address by the Director General

lr. $nbna Wartaputra
cf Directorate of Forest Prot€ct'bn & Ndture Conservation at the IUCN/SSC Asian Elephant Specialist Group Meeting

20 May 1992, Bogor, Indonesia

Chairman, Distinguished participants,

It is a great pleasure to be here today and
attend the IUCN/SSC Asian Elephant Specialist
Group Meeting - the first to be held in Indone-
sia.

ln the late 1980s, international concern
about the future of the African elephant led to
the eventual shut down of the trade in ivory and
signified an important achievement for those
involved in the conservation of this spectacular
species. But what about the Asian elephant?
How has it fared so far?

Let us pause here to look at the facts: There
are over half a million elephants in Africa and
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they range over a total land area of 7.5 million
square kilometres. Their main threat is poaching
for the ivory. But against this consider the plight
of the Asian elephant: there are only about 55,
000 elephants in the wild in Asia and these are

distributed discontinuously in thirteen of the A-
sian countries from the lndian sub-continent in
the west to lndo-China in the east.The entire
Asian elephant population inhabits a total land
area of 500,000 sguare kilometres or about the
size 6f Thailand! The principal threat to the sur-
vival of the Asian elephant is not poaching but
habitat loss, which is far more diffcult to control
given the pattern of human population growth
in Asia and the relativp poverty of the people
and thelr aspirations to a better life.
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But the Asian elephant has received only
scant publicity throughout the world and its
fate is even more precarious than that of its Af-
rican cousin. lt is here that the IUCN/SSC Asian
Elephant Specialist Group could play a decisive

role in reversing the decline of the world's lar-
gest terrestriat land mammal. But this is'not
going to be easy as the problem is not simply
that of protecting the species. Throughout
their existence in Asia, people have had to pro-

tect themselves from wildlife. While conservati-
onists try to protect the eldphdnt, the people iri

some areas suffer elephant depredations. At ti-
mes they are even killed by elephants. In Sumat-
ra, f or example, in less than a generation, the si-

tuation has reversed from one in which a small
population of human beings existed in an enor-
mous area of tropical rainforest with its teeming
wildiife including elephants, to a situation where
the human population now surrounds islands of
conservation areas with their elephants and o-
ther wildlife. In many instances, herds of elep-
hants have become pocketed in patches of habi-
tat that are surrounded by an inhospitable
landscape oominated by man. Such a situation is
a recrpe for disaster. This is the crux of the elep-
hant-human confJicts in Asia in general and In-
donesia in particular.

Therefore given such a reversal in the status
of the elephants in Asia it is not surprising that
the rideas; of elephant conservation frequently
come into conflict with the current preoccupa-
tion by development agencies to convert forest
into agricultural holdings. Protected areas with
elephants alone cannot ensure the long-term sur-
vival of the species if they are looked upon in
isolation with the eventi outside their bounda-
ries. Over large areas in Asia,. there is no longer
room for elephants to move about and adjust
their densities to changes in their habitats. Fur-
thermore, their ranges are being compressed
year by year as a result of the demands of an

ever burgeoning human population.

Elephants are often looked upon by people

as agents of destruction. This gives them a bad

image. In reality, the picture is different. They
are more often agents of change whose presen-
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ce in a forest provides the opportunities for the
survival of thousands of other less charismatic
species that are sympatric with the elephants.
Examples from Africa have clearly indicated
that elephants have been responsible for the cyc-
lic changes of the thick bushland to a more open
grassland habitat and back again to bushland.
Such facts need to be publicised to create a bet-
ter awareness among the people so that the cli-
mate of public opinion will enhance elephant
conservation.

IUCN is closely linked with-one'of the most

influential non-governmental organizations, the

World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF). Together

these two organizations have the means to help

the economically poor but resource rich coun-

tries in Asia to implement Strong conservation
programmes that set an example to the Govern-

ments concerned and thus spur them to action
along such sensible lines. Such programmes must

take into consideration the legitimate aspirations
of the poor people for a better quatity of life or
a greater share of the national economic cake.

Millions of people'in the third World utilize a

fraction of the world's resources. They earn a

pitiful fraction of the world's income. But they
bear the brunt of poverty, famine, depredations,
disease and death. They want a better life. They
also inhabit areas that are rich in biodiversity. lt
would be wrong for us to deny the right of such
people to improve their lifestyles. Their coun-
tries in many instances are the custodians of 'en-

dangered species including the elephant.

Many Asian countries with elephant popula-
tions are facing a dilemma: on the one hand, as

custodians of biodiversity and charismatic mega-
fauna such as elephants, rhinoceros, tiger etc,
they are forced to assume respondibility for
their protection. Yet at the sametime, most of
these countries faced with expanding human
populations, collapsing economies and crippling
foreign debts are in desperate need of new re-
sources to bolster their ailing ec-onomies and
maintain their human populations. What the
people in such countries are asking is a fair
compensation by the world community for the
non-use of their natural resources. Can the west
deliver it?
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. Elephant conservation in Asia will be inef-
fective without the support of the people, es-

pecially .those who, live along the periphery of
the elephant reserves bearing the brunt of ele-
phant depredations. IUCN and WWF must
change their emphasis from rhetoric to action .in
the field. We need to invest more on field-based
conservation efforts which address the needs of
the local communities if we are to achieve any
long-term success in elephant conservation.
Many conservation efforts need to be integrated
with some f.orm of human activity. Conservation
is also very much an issue on education. Often
policies are enacted without the benefit of

- sound, reliable data.

'[ very much hope that the Asian Elephant
Specialist Group during the three days will

devote much of its energies into identifying key
projects throughout Asia that need to be imple-
mented. Time is running out fast for many coun-
tries to set aside additional conservation areas.
The day is rapidly approaching when much of
the wild elephant populations in Asia will be
confined in a ,patchwork of parks, reserves and
sanctuaries. What are the prospects for the Asian
elephant in such a situation where barriers exist
for its natural dispersal and movement? | leave
it to the better wisdom of you, the Asian'ele-
phant Specialists to reach a conclusion that is

comforting to hear.

With the blessing of Allah the Great, I open
the Asian Elephant Speciallist Group Meeting
officially.

ASIAN ELEPHANT CONSERVATION CENTRE
PROJECT PROGRESS REPORT

(0812) 34098s
(0812) 341683
0845 - 8349

rsu ku@ces.i isc.e rnet.i n

f st April 1991 to 31st March 1992.

elephant numbers, age€ex composition, forest
area, habitat type, etc. in each forest division.
Not many responses have been received so far,
and a second set of questionnaires is being sent.

Project Number and Title : WWF Profect 1777 - Asia,
Asian Elephant Conservation

Name and Address of the Execltor :

R. SUKUMAR
Asian Elephant Conservation Centre
Centre for Ecological Sciences
Indian Institute of Science
Bangalore - 560012
INDIA

Phone
Fax
Telex
E-mail

Consolidated Report:

1. DATA BASE

Questionnaires were sent out to the Forest De-
partments of the fifteen states in lndia which
have elephants. The purpose of the question-
naire was to compile existing information on the
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Information that has been received so far has

been computerised. The Program entry and re-

trieval of this information has been written in
FOXBASE, and includes information such as

pof itical division, forest type, forest area, year
of census operation, method of census operati-
on, source of information and details on the
elephant population in each forest division such
as herd numbei, and age/sex composition of
the population. The information on elephant
populations can be accessed by forest type, fo-
rest division and population number.

This database is being extended to include data
on the various Asian countries that support
elephants. Information has been collected from
available literature and maps for some of these.
Maps of these areas are being digitized in AUTO-
CAD.

Surveys to check for elephant habitat conti-
guity and crucial corridors were carried out in
many places in southern lndia. These include
the Kodaikannal - Munnar area, Pettupparai
Coffee Estates and the Nagarahole - Brahmagiri
area.

Secondary data on the Uttar Pradesh, Bihar and
Orissa elephant populations were collected from
the Wildlife lnstitute of India, Dehra Dun, and
from the Indian lnstitute of Public Administra-
tion, New Delhi.

A detailed survey of the elephant habitat in the
state' of Kerala was initiated with the help of
Dr. P.S. Easa (of the Kerala Forest Research

lnstitute and an AESG member). The purpose of
the survey is to collept information on usage of
habitat by elephants, and identify crucial areas

of elephant habitat and corridors in the state.

Work on comp0terizing a bibliography on Asian
elephants continued. The data are currently
being entered in PROCITE, a library software.
This information can be provided on request and
can be accessed by author, title, journal, year of
publication or keywords. At present, over 1 ,500
records have been entered, and this information
is continuosly being updated.

AECC also continue.d dialogue with the World
Conservation Monitoring Centre in U.K. about
the collaborative development of a full-fledged
Geographical lnformation System (GlS) on
Asian elephants and biodiversity. R. Sukumar
had discussions with Harry Miles, Ron Miller
and Mark Collins at the WCMC in Carhbridge,
U.K. in September, 1991. They agreed in prin-
ciple to pursue the setting up of a GIS facility in
Bangalore. Both AECC and WCMC began ex-
plorations for funding for the GlS.

2. TRAINTNG/WORKSHOPS

Dr. V. Krishnamurthy spent amonth (Sep.1991)
in the Way Kambas Reserve in Sumatra at the
invitation of the 'lndonesian Dept. of Nature
Conservation to help them organize their captive
elephant management programme. The trip was
arranged by Charles Santiapillai and sponsored
by AECC.

Mr. Abdullah-alZabed, student from Jahangir
Nagar University, Bangladesh, was trained in
different field techniques relating to- elephant
management in Mudumalai Wildlife Strnctuary
and Bandipur National Park: He was later taught
to use appropriate software for data analysis.

Shantini Dason and Uma Ramakrishnan attend-
ed a workshop on 'Elephant Management'
conducted by the Royal . Forest Department
from 2nd to 1lth October, 1991, at Erwan Na-
tional Park and Salakapara Wildlife Sanctuary,
Thailand. The purpose of the workshop was to
train administrators and researchers of the Ro-
yal Forest Department, Thailand, in manage-
ment of elephants in the wild and in captivity.
They gave lectures and conducted field exercises
in techniques of censusing elephants in the wild.

Shantini Dason held a training programme in
Sabah for staff of the wildlife department on
indirect techniques of censusing elephants in
forests. The visit was funded by WWF-Interna-
tional and planned with the assistance of f ohn
Sale.
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3. MEETINGS

Chairman Lyn de Alwis and Executive Officer
Charles Santiapillai began preparations for the
Asian Elephant Specialist Group meeting to be
held at Bogor in May 1992.'

R. Sukumar gave a number of talks to the zoo
community in the U.K. and the U.S.A. In Sep-
tember 1991 he addressed the U.K. ZooDirec-
tors meeting in London, the British Elephant
Keepers' Association meeting at Windsor and

a gave a public lecture at Chester, He spoke on
the demography of captive elephants in relation
to their management and stressed the need for
a partnership between western zoos and Asian
countries managing elephants in forest camps.
He also gave an inaugural.address at the Ameri-
can Elephant Managers' Association annual
meeting at Syracuse in October 1991.

4. PROTECT ELEPHANT

A meeting of the Task Force for Project Ele-
phant was held on May 8th and 9th, 1991, in
New Delhi. The Secretary, Ministry of Environ-
ment and Forests chaired the meeting. This
meeting was attended by AESG members .f .C.
Daniel, D.K. Lahiri-Choudhury, R. Sukumar,
V. Krishnamurthy and Jacob Cheeran. This
rneeting finalized the overall approach to Project
Elephant. T.he pro,ecl was scheduled to be
launched in late 1991.

5. PUBLICATIONS

The second technical report "Censusing Ele-
.phants in Forests - Proceedings of an Interna.

tional Workshop Southern India, 2r10 January,
1991" was published. The report incorporates
lectures given by the faculty members at the
workshop and a summary of recommendations.

A copy of the elephant bibliography is available
on file. AECC can make a photocopy available
at cost. As the bibliography lists over 2000 refe-
rences we decined not to print it for the present
as costs would be prohibitive.

A technical report on Population Viability Ana-
lysis of Asian Elephants is also under prepara-
tion and would be printed in the near future.

6. FUND RAISING

During his visit to Princeton University, R. Su-
kumar worked with the IUCN/SSC Chairman's
office in Chicago to develop a proposa! on Asian
biodiversity focused on Asian elephant conser-

vation. This proposal will be presented to the
MacArthur Foundation based in Chicago as soon

as it is finalized..In the'meanwhile, we have had

informal diseussions with the foundation about
the contents of the proposal.

Due to various reasons, R. Sufumar could not
make use of his Princeton visit to organize the
fund-raising events in the zoos. However, he had

further discussions with Dale Tuttle (Jackson-

ville Zoo) and with other zoos about organizing
these events. Tentatively, it was decided to hold
these during May-June 1993.

,F
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NEWS FLASH

On May 22,1992, the Delhi High Court Vacated
a stay order obtained by a number of dealers in
African lvory. The Indian govemment had banned
thd import of ircry ard sale of ailicles made lrom
irnpoded ivory with effect from April 2, 1992. The
dealers had moved a wdt petilion in the Delhi High
Court against the Government of India and had
obtained a stay against the ban. There was
widespread apprehension that the small stock of
African lvory with these dealers (CITES had
banned impons of raw Alrican ivory two years ago)
was being used as a cover for caruing illegally ob-
tained Indian ivory. Many of these dealers had
shown little or'no sale of ivory caruings in their
periodic returns, yet their busine'ss seemed none
the worse for it. The sale ol Asian elephant ivory
and carvings is already banned. In a similar case
earlier, traders in furs, skins and other wildlife pro-
ducts had obtained a stay order nearly five years
ago, ard have been carrying on thelr trade under
protection of the stay. The intervention petition to

IMPORT, CARVING AND SALE OF AFRICAN IVORY BANNED

lsxoPrumm
Director, TRAFFIC-lndia

the Delhi Hlgh Court of WWF tNDtA has been
admitted, ard will be heard in July 1992.

Fearing a similar stay in the ivory case, WWF
INDIA rnoved an intervention petition in the Delhi
High Coud. Mr Ram Panjwani - a senior advocate
of the Supreme Court and the Delhi High Court -
agreed to take up the wwF IND|A petition for a
smallfee. He had been a lreedom fighter, and had
also served as the Advocate General of lndia lor
many years. After a doggedly lought baftle in court,
Mr Panjwani and the government lawyer Mr Lokur
defended the case tooth and nail. A two judge
bench vacated the stay order with immediate
effect. From May 23, 1992, under the.ban io im-
poded ivory or anicbs carved from it can be diS-
played in commercial establishments, or sold, or
transferred. The dealers have been given 30 days
to obtain certificates of ownership from wildlife
authorities which will enable them to keep those
articles currently'in their possession as personal
propeny.
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ASIAN ELEPHANT SPECIALIST GROUP
LIST OF MEMBERS

(as approved by the Chairman on 22 May 1 992)

1. Mr. Lyn de ALWIS, Chairman, AESG.
30 Hotef Road, Mt. Lavinia, Sr,i Lanka.Tel:071-2451

or: c/o Singapore Zoblogical Gardens,
80 MandaiLake Road, Singapore 2572.

Tel: 269 341 1 -5' Fax: 367 2974.

2. Dr R. SUKUMAR, Deputy Chairman, AESG

. clo Asian Elephant Conservation Centre
Cente for Ecological Sciences

Indian lnstitute of Science
Bangalore 560 01 2, lndia

Tel:0812-340 985. Fax: 0812-341 683.

3. d Charles SANTIAPILLAI
Executive Secretary, AESG

110 Wattarantenne Road, Kandy, Sri Lanka.

4. Mr Mahedl ANDAU,
Director of Wildlif e Conservation,
Wildlife Depafiment, 7th Floor,
Menara Sabah Bank, Wisma Tun Fuad Stephens,
88300 Kota Kinabalu, Sabah, East Malaysia.
Fax:088-222476

5. Er Mlchael BRAMBELL,
Director, ChesterZoo
Upton, Chester, England, UK.

6. Dr Jacob CHEERAN,
College of Veterinary Science,
Mannuthy, Trichur 680 651. India.

7. Mr Mohd. Sharlfl bln DAIM,
Curator, Zoo Melaka, Air Keroh,
75,150 Melaka, Malaysia.

8. MrJ.G. DANIEL,
Director, Bonbay Natural Hislory Society,
HornbillHouse, Shaheed Bhagat Sing Road,
Bombay 400 023,lndia.
Tel: 244085, 2{1869, 213121.
Home:4094295.
Fax: 9122-2876 1 1 1 (Safad Services).

9. MsShanthlnl DAWSON,
49 ModelHouse Street, Bangalore 560 004; India.
Tel:62i 715.
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10. Mr Ajay DESAI,
Bombay Natural History Society, Hornbill House,
Shaheed Bhagat Singh Road, Bombay 400 003.
India.

11. Dr Lothar DITTRICH,
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12.Dr P.S. EASA,
Division of Wildlife Biology,
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13. Mr A.B. FERNANDO,
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Director, Berlin Zoo, Berlin, Germany.

15. Mr Steve GRAHAM,
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Faculty of Biology, University of Hanoi,
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9114.
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NationalParks Building, PO Box 3712 Sakya Kunj,
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ilor from th. Edltor:
With this issue, lhe Newsletter of the Asian Elephant Specialist Group takes on the new name, 'GAfAH" which

in Sanskrit means Elephant. Two impoilant Indian treatises are tha Gajah Sastra and Ailha Sastra. The ancient
(6th to Sth century BC) Gajah Sastra in Sanskdt records details of elephirnt distdbution and management in India.

The elephant is also known in lndonesia as Gajah.
Chad,$ Santbplllal
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